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New technologies can help
us reach the next level
David L. Lawry, P.E.
APWA President

F

rom the moment we wake up to
the time we go to bed at night,
technology has taken over our
lives in more ways than we ever
dreamed of. “Smart” toothbrushes
come with an app and Bluetooth
connection to help you monitor and
track brushing habits. Smart refrigerators have become the hub of activity
in many kitchens with cameras to see
inside, touchscreens, and complete programmability. Even a simple knock at
the door has been transformed with the
new video doorbell systems that allow
you to “answer the door” remotely.
Similarly, the options for technology
and software in the public works field
have grown astronomically in the past
few years. For literally any public works
task, there seems to be “an app for
that.” Many agencies have deployed
mobile work management systems, so
that field staff are able to receive and
process work orders using smartphones
and tablets in the field, while transmitting information about their work in
real time. This has increased efficiency
and allowed them to better serve their
citizens. This is just one example of how
the practical use of technology and
software can be beneficial.
The Engineering & Technology Committee is committed to helping agencies
sort through the plethora of technological advances and continue to find
ways to make our departments more
efficient. Over the course of the next
year, we will delve deeper into APWA’s
2
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Top 5 Trending Technologies:
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Management Technologies
Augmented Reality
Automated/Connected Vehicles
Cybersecurity
Smart Cities

The committee intends to provide
content to help you get the details on
some of these options so that your community can begin to benefit from these
developments. More specifically, we
will be developing a Trending Technologies subcommittee, to assist the
Engineering & Technology Committee
with developing content such as Click,
Listen & Learns, APWA Reporter articles,
PWX sessions and webinars. We are
currently recruiting members who are
experts in these areas to help us provide
more insight and educate members
about these topics.
The committee will also be focusing on
how to use new software and technology in more everyday applications,
such as stormwater management,
permitting, performing various maintenance tasks, drainage design, and using
drones for various types of inspections.
More and more each day, agencies are
being asked to do more with less, and
some of these new advances can assist
with the problems associated with a
lack of manpower or budget.
The committee has developed an exciting work plan for the coming year to
provide more assistance to engineerwww.apwa.net
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ing and maintenance staff about using
some of the technology and software.
We are looking forward to feedback
from members about new technology
being used for day-to-day tasks.
While asset management technology
is a Top 5 Trend and there have been
many discussions on new software
programs and emerging tools such as
drones, APWA knows that asset management is much more than technology
and software. I recently attended the
Florida Chapter annual conference in
Daytona Beach. Their exhibit floor is a
one-day event dedicated to the vendors
exhibiting with no technical sessions to
conflict with vendor contact time. A few
vendors at this conference were demonstrating new smart phone technology
to capture pavement condition data
via the smart phone camera to identify
pavement distresses. This technology may allow local agencies to more
efficiently capture pavement condition
data using in-house personnel.

Asset management isn’t possible without policies and business processes, data
and information, and staff resources all
working together to accomplish optimal
service with the resources available.
Technology and tools are there to assist
with the overall program, but organizations can and should get started on their
asset management program even if they
don’t have these resources yet.
APWA will be there every step of the
way as you get started or advance your
program. Our new Asset Management
Committee will focus on developing
awareness, education, advocacy, collaborating with partner organizations,
and networking for members. The
committee members have developed
a long-term strategic plan and a work
plan with valuable projects to help
members across the United States and
Canada move forward with asset management. I look forward to seeing what
comes next from this group. Tools and
technical sessions will also be available
at PWX in Seattle.

The principles and elements that make
up asset management aren’t new. The
public works industry has long recognized the importance of sustaining
infrastructure over time at the lowest
cost while still providing excellent
service. New technologies can help us
reach the next level by providing better
information more efficiently.
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Mission Statement: The American Public Works Association supports those who operate, improve and maintain
public works and infrastructure through advocacy, education & member engagement.
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TECHNICAL COMMITTEE NEWS

New Asset Management Committee
excited to advance field

I

t’s an exciting time for asset management.

Organizations across North America
are growing their asset management
programs, and new tools and technologies continue to emerge to help us
further develop the field.

Toby Rickman, P.E., PWLF,
Deputy Director, Pierce County
Planning and Public Works, Tacoma,
Washington, and Chair, APWA Asset
Management Committee

This field is so important, as it can help
public works organizations optimize
resources in a way that meets the community’s needs at the lowest long-term
cost, make data-driven decisions, and
build credibility as good stewards of
public resources.
Asset management programs can help
organizations manage infrastructure
more cost effectively and efficiently,
while supporting transparency and
accountability.
The APWA Asset Management Committee was formed in 2018 to help
members develop and advance asset
management programs within their
organizations.
Our mission is “to support APWA
members who operate, improve and
maintain public works and infrastructure through advocacy, education, resource development, and

4
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member engagement in the field of
asset management.”
The committee is building on the
work of the former APWA Task Force
on Asset Management, which was
formed in 2015 to review the state of
asset management in North America,
develop recommendations for implementing asset management programs
in local governments, and assist with
establishing an asset management
standard for North America.
We have been hard at work developing a strategic plan and work plan.
We plan to focus on creating and
maintaining an asset management
strategy for the committee and APWA,
developing educational resources for
APWA members, planning educational opportunities such as Click, Listen
& Learn and PWX sessions, monitoring trends and technologies, helping
APWA members exchange ideas, and
more. You can learn more about our
committee at www.apwa.net under
Groups & Committees.
We hope you come to our PWX Seattle
education session “Game of Drones:
Innovation is Coming” on Sunday,
September 8, 3:00-3:50 p.m. This

presentation will demonstrate how
Pierce County, Washington, Planning
and Public Works uses drones for asset
management and will explore how this
technology has been implemented in
new and inventive ways.
We will also present a Click, Listen &
Learn session on June 27 at 10:00 a.m.
Central entitled “Asset Management
Past, Present, and Future – What’s
Next?” This presentation will look
towards the horizon of asset management, including the new and interesting ways that organizations are using
technology to solve problems, become
more efficient, and save money. In
addition, we’ll forecast what technology can be integrated into our current
systems and envision what new technology is necessary to fully automate
processes. You may register at www.
apwa.net under Education & Events.
Our committee met at the Snow
Conference in May to talk about a road
map for asset management, a member

survey, and upcoming presentations.
We also continued to work on sample
job descriptions that members can use
when developing their programs.
I’m also pleased by the great response
from APWA members about being
part of our Knowledge Team, which is
a great asset to the committee. These
volunteers will work on projects with
the committee, help with articles and
participate in conversations.
I am impressed by the passion and
commitment of our committee members and Knowledge Team, and I can’t
wait to see what we can accomplish
this year and into the future.

Committee members
I serve as chair of the committee
for 2018-2019. The committee also
includes:
•

Geoffrey Benway, P.E., Commissioner of Public Works, Town of
Webster, New York

•

Becky Bonebrake, P.E., Civil Engineer, Senior, City of Overland Park,
Kansas

•

Robert Lowry, P.E., MPA, Retired
Public Works Director, Colorado
Springs, Colorado

•

Dan Sailer, Assistant Director of
Public Works, Town of Castle Rock,
Colorado

•

Andrew Stevenson, Manager, ATAP
Infrastructure Management Ltd.,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

•

James Neal, P.E., PWLF, Public Works Director, Charleston
County, South Carolina, At-Large
Director

•

Rita Cassida, P.E., APWA Education Manager, Staff Liaison, Kansas
City, Missouri

Toby Rickman can be reached at (253) 7983720 or trickma@co.pierce.wa.us.

REGISTER
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SEPTEMBER 8-11, 2019
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SHERYL CONNELLY
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ELA Class XII at APWA
headquarters in Kansas City

Emerging Leaders Academy:
A leap of faith
Scarlet Stiteler, Accounting Specialist, Department of Public Works, City of Newport News, Virginia; member,
APWA Emerging Leaders Academy

T

he APWA Emerging Leaders Academy (ELA) is a competitive program that encourages professional growth
through a strong network of peers. Each year nearly
a hundred public works professionals apply for the
program, and usually, sixteen are chosen. This year,
seventeen were chosen, and each of us thinks that is because
our application was so distinctive that the selection team
had to make an exception. ELA is a year-long program that
includes monthly team phone calls to discuss the homework
that is designed to give us a more in-depth look at leadership
topics. There is also a group project that we will present at
PWX 2019 in Seattle. The facilitators for our class are Diane
Linderman, Sue Hann, Steve Johnson and Deanne Cross.
I applied on a leap of faith (and encouragement from my
coworkers) for Class XII, never expecting to get accepted
since I am no longer a young professional. While I am now
a seasoned public works professional, recently I had been
given more leadership responsibilities in my organization
and felt that I met the requirements. I know that all of us in
Class XII were excited, nervous and then excited again when
we were notified of our acceptance into the class.
Our first assignment was to reach out to a classmate(s) to
learn about them to introduce them to the class during our
first phone call. Lucia and I had decided on our phone call

6
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to volunteer to be first so that we could enjoy the phone call.
Best laid plans…not only did no one ask for volunteers, but
Lucia and I were also the last to introduce each other. Our
plan was one of the items I shared during the introduction,
and we all had a good chuckle.
We finally got to meet in Kansas City from October 25-28. The
first night that we met was scary, at least for me. I had already
heard about all these amazing people and their leadership
qualities and in my mind, I wasn’t even in their league. When
I walked into APWA headquarters and couldn’t get the door
open (push don’t pull), I was ready to run back to the hotel.
I pushed through and found out that several others had the
same issue with the door and started to relax.
This leap of faith was one of the greatest things I have ever
done. I realized this was a group like no other during introductions, it is hard to explain, but I knew these people were
going to have my back forever. While introducing ourselves
the person before me said that he was “just” an engineer and
Tyler very passionately told us that none of us were “just”
anything and should never think or introduce ourselves as
that. Boy was I thankful that I was called after that. I admitted that I tend to introduce myself as “just” the Accounting
Specialist but that would never happen again, and it hasn’t.

We had several days of amazing discussions about our personal and professional struggles and triumphs. I learned that
no matter how seasoned or what your position is we all have
the same types of struggles. We are all members of a not so
secret society that will push you out of your comfort zone,
cheer you on when you are nervous (like writing this article)
and console you if something doesn’t work the way you had
planned. We learned that you do not have to be in a management position to be a leader. I have learned so much from
this group and have gained so much confidence in myself
that I don’t know if I will ever be able to repay them or the
ELA program leaders.
Since leaving Kansas City, I became a supervisor for the first
time, and they were the first people I told via our group text.
I was able to confess that I was nervous and was quickly
reminded to make sure I reread “The Seven Habits of Highly
Dysfunctional Leaders” from the December 2018 APWA
Reporter and to not be like the leaders discussed; to remember
they are all there for me, and to just be me. So far this has
been working well.
Through the monthly phone calls, homework, group project, and weekly group texts I am reminded to be the best
that I can be and to always strive for more. By the time this
article is published, I will be one of APWA’s newest Accredi-

tation Evaluators. The Department of Public Works in the
City of Newport News was first accredited in 2003, and I was
interested in becoming an evaluator then but did not have
the confidence to follow through. Thanks to this program I
had the confidence to ask the Department Assistant Director
and Director if I could apply. With their backing, I applied
(another leap of faith) and was accepted.
When we all applied for ELA, I don’t think that any one of
us would have predicted leaving Kansas City with sixteen
new friends. I think we all learned a little something about
ourselves and each other. Becca has an affinity for costumes;
I don’t always have to plan to be spontaneous (you had to be
there to understand); Tyler has strong beliefs about how you
should introduce yourself; and not everyone knows how to
make a flying frog toy fly.
We are all looking forward to seeing you in Seattle. To
anyone reading this article take that leap of faith. Whether
it is applying for the ELA program, your chapter leadership
program or a new job, just leap. I promise you will learn so
much about yourself no matter what the outcome is and
who knows, you may end up with sixteen amazing friends.
Scarlet Stiteler can be reached at (757)269-2709 or sstiteler@
nnva.gov.

SUBMIT YOUR ELA
APPLICATION TODAY!
APWA’s Emerging Leaders Academy (ELA) is a year-long national
program that provides participants with intensive public works-related
leadership and management training.

PARTICIPANT VALUE:
•

Targeted, personalized professional development
Access to a network of public works peers from around the
United States and Canada
Exclusive APWA experience with access to APWA leadership

•
•

Applications Due:

August 2, 2019

Apply now at www.apwa.net/emergingleaders.
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Harnessing a football rivalry to
boost APWA membership in Nevada
Brian Rowley, P.E., CFM, Principal Civil Engineer, Clark County Regional Flood Control District, Las Vegas, Nevada;
APWA Nevada Southern Branch Trustee, Membership Committee

I

n Nevada, there is a
heated and longtime
rivalry between the
Nevada Wolf Pack
(based in Reno in the
north) and UNLV Rebels
(based in Las Vegas in the
south). For more than 40
years, the football teams
have battled it out on
the gridiron, where the
winner of the annual
rivalry game takes possession of one of the coolest
trophies in all of college
football—the Fremont
Cannon. The Fremont
Cannon is one of the
most expensive ($10K) and heaviest trophies in the nation,
weighing in at 545 pounds, and is painted red or blue each
year depending on who wins the game.
Seeking to harness some of the energy and competition from
the rivalry, the APWA Nevada Chapter established a friendly
battle between the two branches in the state—the North8
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Actual Fremont Cannon trophy (left)
and small replica of APWA Membership
trophy (right)

ern Branch in Reno and the Southern Branch in Las Vegas.
Rather than competing for total yards and touchdowns, the
two branches hold a perennial Membership Drive competition to see which branch can add the most APWA members
during the year. The winner of the fierce competition earns
sole possession of, and right to paint, a small replica of the
Fremont Cannon (weighing much less than 545 pounds).

Defining the Competition
The membership competition kicked off in February to
coincide with APWA National membership promotions/discounts and YP Infusion, and ended in September, just prior
to the chapter’s Annual Fall Conference in Lake Tahoe. The
two branches went head to head to see who could achieve the
highest total increase in new members as a percentage instead
of total numbers since the branches are not the same size. Flyers and announcements were sent out at the beginning of the
competition (see flyer below) to get members engaged and help
them think about colleagues that might benefit from joining.
The membership drive results were some of the best in the history of the Nevada Chapter, and several lessons were learned
that can be shared and applied in other APWA chapters around
the nation.

the playbook in football. The key is to try different methods
with multiple targets and see what works best for attracting
potential members of various ages and backgrounds. The
membership drive in Nevada included the following strategies and best practices:
•

Holding Regular Membership Committee Meetings.
A membership committee was formed with representatives from the chapter at the state level and from the
branches at the local level. The committee met regularly
to track progress, discuss action items, and hold each
other accountable.

•

Promoting Membership Discounts from APWA. The
committee sent out e-mails and distributed flyers at
events to promote special membership offers for 1st
Time members or Young Professionals. Many individuals signed up early in the year to take advantage of these
discounts on membership dues.

•

Sending E-mail Blasts. Regular e-mails and newsletters were sent out to all chapter members to recruit new
members, provide information about exciting events,
and welcome new members.

•

Reaching Out to Managers and Office Leads. Specific
leaders and managers at several companies and entities
were contacted to encourage them to take full advantage of their group memberships and to support young
professionals who would benefit from joining APWA.
Oftentimes the managers are the ones who make the
difference in whether young professionals join APWA
and get involved in local chapters.

•

Fostering Friendly Competition and Fun. There is
nothing like a little rivalry to inspire a little extra motivation and effort. To that end, the membership drive was
regularly reported on (i.e., trash talk!) and status updates
were provided at luncheons and conferences and branch
meetings. A graphical scoreboard (example shown
below) was created and shared at all luncheons and on
the chapter website so members could see which branch
was leading at all times throughout the competition.

Nevada Chapter Membership Drive Flyer

Membership Playbook
Chapter leaders and committee members have many options
and resources available to recruit new members, sort of like

Membership Drive Scoreboard

www.apwa.net
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The Final Score
When all was said and done, the membership drive came
down to the wire, with the Northern Branch edging out the
Southern Branch by 0.2 percent! The margin was so small
that it resulted in the difference of just one new member.
The results were announced at the Fall Conference, and the
Northern Branch won possession of the Fremont Cannon
Trophy for the following year. For now, the trophy remains
blue and Southern Branch members are relegated to wait
another year for a chance to take possession of the trophy
and break out their red paintbrushes.
Competition aside, the overall results for the entire chapter
were fantastic regardless of who won. Ninety-seven new
members joined the Nevada Chapter during the year, compared to 53 new members the previous year. This worked out
to be a 17% cumulative increase in branch size for both the
north and south. The graphs at right show the results for
each branch and comparisons to the previous year.

Northern Branch
Chair Lonnie Johnson
Accepting Membership
Drive Award at Fall
Conference

The competition for the Fremont Cannon is already underway again in Nevada this year, with each side doing its best to
promote APWA and reach out to potential members and col10
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leagues. With any luck, the Southern Branch will rise to the
challenge and bring the trophy to Southern Nevada. Regardless of the winner, the membership drive and competition
add an element of fun to recruiting efforts and help all members get engaged in the process and feel a sense of pride when
new members join the awesome APWA family in Nevada.
Brian Rowley can be reached at (702) 685-0048 or BRowley@
regionalflood.org.

Presentation of the formal award at the Wayne County
Commission with (from left) Charles Hart, APWA Michigan
Chapter President; Beverly Watts, Director of Public
Services; Warren C. Evans, Wayne County Executive; and
Richard Berning, APWA Director of Region V

The Wayne County Department of
Public Services’ journey to accreditation
Whitney Lewis, Director of Communications and Community Outreach, Department of Public Services for
Wayne County, Detroit, Michigan

O

n September 20, 2018, APWA
Region V Director Richard
Berning presented to the Wayne
County Department of Public
Services Director Beverly J. Watts
and the Wayne County Commission
the official accreditation award. The
Wayne County Department of Public
Services became the 142nd agency in
North America to be awarded accreditation and the third agency in the State
of Michigan.
“As the largest county in the state,
we are constantly looking for ways to
provide the best and most efficient
service to the communities we serve,”
said Watts. “I am proud that our Public Services team committed to this
accreditation process to help ensure our
measures and practices are where they
should be. I congratulate our employees
who go above and beyond to perform
their jobs on a daily basis.”

The journey to accreditation began
almost three years earlier with the idea
being explored in the fall of 2015. As a
part of the department’s initiatives to
establish an environment of operational
excellence spearheaded by Director
Watts, the push for the industry designation was brought to the department’s leadership team. The official
kick-off meeting occurred on May 11,
2016 formally beginning the process.
During the kick-off meeting, all division
directors were educated on APWA, the
accreditation process, what would be
their expected input, and the benefits
for receiving this prestigious award.

Challenges and Successes
The division directors appeared to have
mixed emotions about the thought
of trying to achieve the accreditation.
Some were excited about the idea,
but others were not as enthusiastic.
www.apwa.net

It turned out that many of them had
gone down this path before under previous leadership and they did not have
high hopes that this could be achieved.
There was a resounding attitude of
“How can I begin this process with all I
have on my plate as a director?” “How
will this really impact us as a department?” or “Why do I need to record
our processes and procedures when
they have been working fine for years?”
It was Director Watts and project
managers, Dr. Shawny DeBerry and
Michelle Yancy, who then expressed
the vow we took as public servants to
the residents and visitors of Wayne
County and that they deserved a
department that not only just serviced them but served them in excellence. Eventually, attitudes shifted
and the team was on one accord to
make this happen.
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DPS leadership and APWA
reviewers celebrate after the
accreditation announcement.

That encouragement was very much
needed as there were many challenges
and pitfalls along the way. The first
phase seemed to take the longest as
many directors took as much time as
they could to complete, check and
triple check all the submissions they
completed. Also, encouraging our support departments (HR, Legal, Facilities)
that their involvement was critical and
necessary to achieve success. We had to
make sure they knew that this was not
just a designation for our department
but for the entire county.
We started to achieve positive momentum when we did our site visits to area
agencies that had previously completed the process. Those visits helped to
better understand what was expected
in our submissions and how the APWA
review would be. The peer reviews from
the other APWA agencies also served
as a positive help as it allowed the division leaders to get proper direction on
their submissions. It also served as reassurance so many could see that they
were on the right track for recording
their processes and procedures.

The Home Stretch and What
This Means
Trying to keep the team motivated was
a primary responsibility of our project
accreditation. They had the challenge
of checking in with each team member on their progress and positively
encouraging them to keep the ball rolling. There were times especially close
to the end when there was disinterest
based on the amount of work, how
long we had been at this project and
the amount of time that was required.
Showing the team members how close
we were to accreditation and maintaining a positive attitude, our project
managers served as constant cheerleaders lighting the way to triumph. We
were finally ready to submit for our
in-person evaluation.
In June 2018, a team of public works
professionals arrived from Westerville,
OH, Richmond, VA, and Kansas City,
MO. Our department team leaders were
nervous upon their arrival. We had
planned a wonderful site visit complete
12
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with Detroit favorites like our Better
Maid chips, Faygo soda pop and Coney
Island hot dogs. The evaluators were
also given a tour around the county
to see some of our facilities and meet
our workforce. During each division
one-on-one meeting, our teams were
asked to present their submissions and
go through their procedures and processes. Each leader was on “pins and
needles” as they did not want to be the
reason for the project failure.
It was with much relief and happiness that we were told by the evaluators that we had successfully completed the accreditation process and
would receive the designation! This
announcement was made in front
of our county leadership and they
expressed their pride in our work and
push towards excellence.
“The accreditation confirms Wayne
County’s ongoing pledge to efficient
and effective service for residents,
businesses and visitors so that Wayne
County remains a model community,”
said Wayne County Executive, Warren
C. Evans. “We are extremely proud to
receive this honor and will build upon
this process to continue to improve
what we do.”
The accreditation is the first step in our
continuous improvement efforts. It is
now time to look at how we can do what
we do in a more efficient and effective
way. Achieving this accreditation will
push the department to strive for excellence in all our operations and show our
customers that we are using best practices in providing quality and efficient
service. One of the goals is to create a
leaner process in our operations. Once
the reaccreditation process is underway,
we will reassess what we have submitted
and work to show improvement in our
procedures and processes.
www.apwa.net

The overall success of this journey
was made because all the team members participating worked together to
achieve a common goal. Although the
road was bumpy along the way, we
were able to come together as a cohesive team to make it happen!
Whitney Lewis can be reached at (313) 2247626 or wlewis1@waynecounty.com.

REMINDER: Online voting for
Board of Directors positions
closes June 12
Only a few days remain before
the affirmation process for board
positions closes on June 12. As an
APWA member you can participate
in the final stage of the process
to select members of the APWA
Board of Directors. All members
are eligible to affirm the recommendations for APWA PresidentElect and Director-at-Large in the
functional area of Fleet & Facilities
or write in their own candidate.
Members in Regions I, II, V, VI and
VIII will be weighing in on their
respective Regional Director by
affirming the selection or writing
in their own candidate.
Your vote validates the diligent process undertaken by APWA nominating committees to identify the
most qualified candidates to guide
the association as we work toward
our mission of supporting those
who operate, improve and maintain public works and infrastructure through advocacy, education
and member engagement.
If you have questions, please contact Teresa Hon at (816) 595-5224
or thon@apwa.net.

English Landing Park and Platte Landing Park in
Parkville, Missouri

Recent flooding along the
Missouri River
Alysen M. Abel, P.E., Public Works Director, City of Parkville, Missouri, and member, APWA Small Cities/Rural
Communities Committee

A

Record snowfall accumulation and high
reservoir levels released from the north
caused severe flooding.

park is a huge benefit to any community. Few communities have the privilege of bordering a river. While
providing a scenic view, riverfront parks also provide recreational opportunities, such as boat ramps,
ballfields, playgrounds, shelters, dog parks and trails.
Conversely, there are flooding risks associated with having a
riverfront park.

encompass both parks. These courses are among the flattest in
the region, having only a 1% grade differential.

The City of Parkville is a small community of about 6,000
people, located northwest of downtown Kansas City, Missouri, along the Missouri River. The City owns and maintains
two riverfront parks, totaling approximately 200 acres. The
parks are maintained by a staff of three full-time and four seasonal employees. English Landing and Platte Landing parks
have amenities including two boat ramps, three ballfields,
six shelters, two stages, two restrooms, two dog parks and a
farmer’s market. There are also certified 5K/10K courses that

Every year, the Missouri River comes out of its banks, threatening the riverfront parks. Most often, those flooding events
introduce only a few feet of water into the parks, resulting in
closings for only a few days. Maintenance typically involves
debris removal. In 2011, the river level not only inundated
the parks, but threatened downtown businesses. The recovery efforts took several months and resulted in millions of
dollars spent. In March 2019, the river elevation exceeded
the levels seen in 2011. The combination of record snowfall
www.apwa.net
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As first responders, Public Works
personnel were onsite prior to and
during the flooding.
accumulation during the 2018-2019 season and the high
reservoir levels released from the north caused numerous
areas along the Missouri River to experience severe flooding,
including Parkville.
The Corps of Engineers coordinated with our emergency
management staff early to provide information on anticipated river levels. As the river continued to rise, staff monitored
the predicted river levels. This proactive approach allowed
staff to determine the evacuation plan for the parks. Early
measures taken included moving picnic tables and equipment to higher ground. Since the flooding occurred early
in the year, most of the mowing equipment was elsewhere
in winter storage. Although there was advanced warning
that the area would flood, staff were dealing with a moving
target. Each day, the actual river levels exceeded the previous
day’s projections. While not ideal for other communities,
several breaches in the levee system upstream reduced flood
elevations in Parkville.

On the evening of Saturday, March 23, the Missouri River
crested at several feet above original projections. While the
weather was clear and sunny during the majority of the
flooding, rain occurred during the crest event. At crest, the
river covered the area adjacent to the railroad tracks. Had
the river crested higher, the historic downtown area on the
north side of the railroad tracks would have flooded.

Plugging existing storm inlets
prevented backwater from the river
from flooding the street and when the
rain started, staff pumped water from
the street.
One of the business owners in downtown Parkville had three
weddings occurring the weekend of the flood. Since the
two primary driveways to the event venue were flooded, an
alternate route was created to provide vehicular access. This
required immediate coordination with the railroad, because
the access was located within the railroad right-of-way. The
City, railroad officials, and business owner worked together
to get this resolved in the timely manner. The three weddings occurred as planned.

FOCUS MORE
ON THE WORK
THAT MATTERS.
Manage assets, track work, and
spend smarter with Cartegraph
facility management software.

GET UP TO SPEED ON ASSET MANAGEMENT BASICS
Claim your free ebook at cartegraph.com/basics
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Photo taken at the crest of the flooding

As first responders, Public Works personnel were onsite
prior to and during the flooding. Prior to the flooding, staff
evacuated equipment and other accessories from the parks.
During the flood, staff worked with the downtown business
owners to protect their buildings from potential flooding.
This required plugging existing storm inlets to prevent backwater from the river from flooding the street. When the rain
started, staff pumped water from the street.
Prior to the March 2019 flooding, several projects were
completed in the parks and these projects were not adversely
affected by the flooding. One project was under construction at the time of flooding, which was the Low Water
Crossing at the entrance to English Landing Park. The City
received a grant for the replacement of a bridge along White
Alloe Creek and the construction started in early 2019. A
week prior to flooding, the foundation for the new bridge

Riverfront parks are designed to flood,
and the benefits of having riverfront
parks far outweigh the occasional
detriment.
was poured. The foundation structure continued to cure and
gain strength while under the floodwaters. The construction
will be completed after the river levels return to normal.
Riverfront parks are designed to flood. The features placed in
the parks are flood tolerant. The benefits of having riverfront
parks far outweigh the occasional detriment. We will start the
recovery effort, getting the parks back to their former glory.
Alysen M. Abel can be reached at (816) 741-7676 or aabel@
parkvillemo.gov.
www.apwa.net
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San Diego skyline in the evening (photo credit: Pedro Orso Delgado,
Past San Diego & Imperial Counties Chapter President)

Embracing and celebrating diversity
and inclusion: A San Diego Public
Works perspective

B

ackground

San Diego County, like many large
California metropolitan areas,
continues to grow in population and diversity. According to the
2010 census, the ethnic and racial
breakdown of San Diego County was as
follows: White: 58.9% (non-Hispanic:
45.3%), Asian: 15.9% (5.9% Filipino,
2.7% Chinese, 2.5% Vietnamese, 1.3%
Indian, 1.0% Korean), African-American: 6.7%, Native American: 0.6%,
Pacific Islander: 0.5%, Other race:
12.3%, and two or more races: 5.1%.
Hispanic or Latino of any race: 28.8%
(24.9% Mexican, 0.6% Puerto Rican).

Vic Bianes, P.E., Public Utilities
Director (retired), City of San Diego,
California; member, APWA Diversity
and Inclusion Committee; Alternate
Delegate, San Diego & Imperial
Counties Chapter

This rich cultural diversity is also
represented in our APWA San Diego &
Imperial Counties Chapter Board. The
makeup of the board is by design since
16
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our founding chapter leadership recognized the importance of diversity. With
our board nomination process, we
endorse qualified candidates of diverse
cultures, age, gender, public/private
mix and geographical representation
throughout the county.
Recent board priorities include involving younger APWA members with
programs, community service, and
leadership opportunities through
the Emerging Leaders Program. Our
chapter programs strive to involve and
assist underserved communities. Volunteer events include cleaning up and
improving public spaces in low income
communities. Scholarship and internship programs endeavor to bring young
people of diverse backgrounds into the
public works field.

We also are keeping Past Presidents
and our membership engaged in
endeavors such as evaluating diverse
classifications of public works (e.g.,
maintenance), international committee engagement, and assisting in the
planning for the 2023 San Diego PWX.
We have an annual end-of-the-year
luncheon to recognize all of the volunteers that help make our chapter events
successful. Each year, the chapter holds
a sold-out awards luncheon in which
over 500 individuals attend. The focus
is to invite line staff to the awards luncheon who plan, design, operate and
build capital public works projects.
We are also seeing a significant number
of women in San Diego public works
leadership positions and within our
own chapter leadership. Currently
women make up 40% of our current
board with Silvia Noriega (President),
Jayne Janda Timba (President-Elect)
and Paz Gomez (Secretary), Tedi
Jackson, Kristie Bevacqua and Carmen
Kasner (board directors) all serving in
leadership roles.
Kevin Gibson, Principal at Rick
Engineering and the Immediate
Past Chapter President, defines what
diversity and inclusion means to him.
Kevin appreciates individuals for
their uniqueness and actively chooses
to surround himself personally and
professionally with people who offer
different, but equally valuable, perspectives and experiences. Inclusion means
cultivating an environment where
individuality is not only accepted but
valued and leveraged to provide a wellrounded approach to solving problems,
and providing opportunities for all to
contribute to the process and to the
collective success.
Companies and agencies that hire,
promote, and leverage collaborative,
diverse workforces achieve the most
innovative, dynamic and sustainable
results for the clients and communities
they serve. This is even more evident
in the public works field, through the
various levels of staff involvement from
field personnel to upper management,
with all sharing a common goal of

providing safe and sustainable public
works infrastructure for the neighborhoods in which we live.

Embracing and Celebrating
Diversity and Inclusion
A number of key chapter leaders share their
agency/firm’s efforts to embrace diversity
and inclusion within their workplace.

City of San Diego, Public Works Deputy Director Mark Nassar (Chair of
Sustainability Committee) & Transportation and Storm Water Assistant
Director Gene Matter (Chapter Board
of Director and Chair of Internship
Program). The City of San Diego is the
second largest city in California and
the eighth largest city in the nation.
™

Let TYMCO REGENERATIVE AIR SWEEPERS
Help Achieve Your Street Sweeping Goals!
Model 600 ®
Street Sweeper

Model 500x ®
High Side Dump

Model 600 ® CNG
Compressed Natural Gas Powered

Model DST-6 ®
Dustless Sweeping Technology

Because swept is not always clean,
call TYMCO. Our Regenerative
Air Sweepers blast into pavement
cracks with up to a 250 mph
controlled jet of air, forcing up street
debris and even the finest sand and
particulates into a totally enclosed
system — never exhausting dirty
air as do vacuum sweepers. All with
only a few moving parts, reducing
maintenance cost and downtime.
Ask for a Demonstration !
FROM THE PEOPLE WHO INVENTED REGENERATIVE AIR SWEEPING!
www.apwa.net
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San Diego Convention Center – PWX 2023 – See
you there! (Photo credit: Pedro Orso Delgado)

The following are key initiatives that
promote diversity and inclusion:
•

•

•

•

18

In the area of inclusion, the City
of San Diego Public Works Department established an Employee
Business Committee (EBC) that
promotes equal involvement; provides a voice from all disciplines
in the organization; forwards
suggestions to management; and
engages in operational strategies
such as event organization, training, and recruitment.
The EBC is involved with recruitment and scholarship efforts that
communicate opportunities to
colleges and universities. The
Department’s hiring strategy
includes criteria to encourage a
diverse pool of qualified candidates. It is the City’s goal to hire
staff that reflects the cultural
diversity of its communities.
Over the past few years, the
department has enlisted professional speakers to speak on diversity, equity, and inclusion and
incorporate suggested practices
into the day-to-day interactions
and operations.
In the Transportation and Storm
Water Department, management
APWA Reporter
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strives to ensure training opportunities for promotion are available to
all. The department recently instituted a rotation opportunity. This
allows any employee to gain other
experiences that would help expand
his/her career opportunities.
Port of San Diego, Engineering Manager Chris McGrath (Chapter Board
of Director). The Port of San Diego is
a working waterfront and facilitates
the international and domestic movement of goods and people and generates billions of dollars per year for the
regional economy.
The following are highlights of the
Port’s efforts on diversity and inclusion:
•

The Port implemented a committee to enact a Diversity & Inclusion
Strategic Plan.

•

The Port awarded $54.2 million
in contracts for public works and
services. Of that 39% went to
small businesses and 29% went to
minority/women/veteran-owned
businesses exceeding state goals.

•

The Port workforce is diverse, with
38% women, 44% minority and
13% veteran employees.

www.apwa.net

•

The Port participated in 93 outreach events specifically to support
diversity in contracting, employment and implementing the
Americans with Disabilities Act.

•

The Port gained Elite Member
status in the San Diego Regional
Chamber of Commerce's Honor
Roll program as an employer
which hires and supports veterans.

•

The Port was named Public Agency
of the Year as a Community Partner for Inclusion and Participation
in Equal Opportunity from the
Black Contractors Association of
San Diego.

•

The Port developed and distributed a Gender Transition Policy
for employees and implemented
gender-neutral restrooms.

City of Carlsbad, Public Works Director Paz Gomez (Board Secretary). The
City of Carlsbad is approximately 35
miles north of downtown San Diego.
Carlsbad is called “The Village by the
Sea” by locals and is a tourist destination. The city’s estimated 2014 population was approximately 112,000. The
following are efforts that promote
diversity and inclusion within the city:

will represent the City in the most
positive manner.

Members of San Diego & Imperial
Counties Chapter Board

San Diego Chapter Women Making a
Difference in Public Works

•

The City has been expanding the
hiring of women in key management positions. The City recently
announced during National
Women History Month that 52%
of their senior leaders are women.

•

In September 2019, the City will be
hosting a multi-generational diversity inclusion training that focuses
on the value of what all individuals bring to the workplace.

•

In early February 2019, the City staff
hosted a Lunar New Year Luncheon
to celebrate the Asian new year.

City of Solana Beach, Principal Engineer Dan Goldberg (Chapter Board
of Directors). Solana Beach is a coastal
city with a population of approximately 13,000. The city is nestled along the
northern coast of San Diego County
and offers residents and visitors alike
the perfect small-town atmosphere in
which to work, play and raise a family.
The city is involved in the following
diversity and inclusion efforts:
•

The City recognizes the diversity
within their City and hires the
most qualified staff member that
www.apwa.net

•

The City provided diversity training
that focuses on the benefits on inclusion and the laws and regulations.

•

With a large Hispanic population, the City celebrates The Day
of the Dead, which is a Mexican
holiday celebrated throughout
Mexico. The festival focuses on the
remembrance of friends and family members who have passed
away. The annual event is attended
by hundreds each year and is one
of the most popular city events.

San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG), Manager of Public
Outreach Tedi Jackson (Chapter
Board of Directors). SANDAG serves
as the forum for regional transportation decision-making for the San Diego
Region. The following is SANDAG’s
commitment to diversity to its employees and in the hiring of contractors.
•

SANDAG’s goal is to have a diverse
staff that mirrors the region’s labor
force. They currently have a workforce of 55% women and approximately 49% of agency employees represent minority groups.
SANDAG implements inclusive
business practices and an outreach
effort to maintain a competent
diverse workforce.

•

The SANDAG Diversity in Small
Contractor Opportunities Program
was developed for small and disadvantaged businesses that want
to work on SANDAG contracts by
providing training, removing barriers, and giving guidance.

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southwest (NAVFAC), Design
Manager, Silvia Noriega (Chapter
President). NAVFAC Southwest is
responsible for the public works,
planning, engineering/design, construction, real estate, environmental
services, and acquisition/disposal of
facilities and real estate. The following
are programs that support diversity
and inclusion:
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San Diego Chapter Awards Luncheon
– 500+ attendees

Engaging Younger
Professional Members –
Meet the Brewer Events

•

•

•

NAVFAC implemented the Diversity in Small Contractor Opportunities Program that focuses on
the success of small, minority and
women-owned firms by providing resources, opportunities, and
assistance through collaboration,
innovation and technology.
NAVFAC conducts confidential
surveys to employees to identify
issues. This gives employees the
opportunity to share concerns
with management.
NAVFAC hosts monthly internal
events celebrating workforce diversity through educational presentations, annual training and cultural
potlucks.

City of Coronado, City Engineer Ed
Walton (Chapter Delegate). The city
is a resort city located across the San
Diego Bay from downtown San Diego
with a population of approximately
25,000. The city is involved in the following diversity and inclusion efforts.
•

20

The City attends job fairs and
advertises in journals/publications that serve under-represented
populations to encouraged
diversified applicants to apply for
vacant positions.
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Public works and city agencies acknowledge that
individuals bring unique skills, varying perspectives
and experiences that bring success to an organization.
•

The City has a partnership with
the Army to encourage veteran
applicants to apply.

•

The City provides employees with
annual discrimination training.

AECOM, Geotechnical Engineer
Kelly Giesing (Chair of Chapter
Social and Community Service Committees). AECOM is one of the largest private companies in the nation.
AECOM’s employees serve clients in
more than 150 countries around the
world. AECOM promotes diversity and
inclusion values through programs and
policies such as:
•

Outreach to minority groups
– Reflecting their local commitment to increasing the number of
minorities entering the industry,
AECOM facilitates tours and career
planning sessions with college and
high school programs for traditionally underserved populations.

•

LGBTQ inclusion – AECOM facilitates support groups for LGBTQ
employees and was named in
the 2018 Best Places to Work for

www.apwa.net

LGBTQ Equality by the Human
Rights Campaign (HRC).
•

Gender diversity – AECOM provides 10 weeks of paid pregnancy/
parental leave (in addition to statespecific programs), part-time and
flexible hours/work arrangements
such as telecommuting, free membership to Care.com and low-cost
backup childcare, private lactation
rooms, fertility benefits, and financial assistance for adoption.

Parsons Corporation, Senior Project
Manager Gerard Lumbas (Chapter
Treasurer). Parsons Corporation is
focused on the defense, security, and
infrastructure markets to federal,
regional, and local government agencies, as well as to private industrial
customers worldwide. As a core value,
Parsons is committed to embracing
inclusion and diversity in all aspects of
their business such as:
•

Implementation of an Inclusion
& Diversity Task Force whose mission is to pursue diversity in their

diverse subconsultant relationships on their projects.
The San Diego & Imperial Counties
Chapter recognizes the importance
of diversity and inclusion to ensure
that all events are well received by our
diverse membership and all are encouraged to participate.

San Diego Chapter Volunteer Recognition
Luncheon – 50+ participants

workforce, their markets, and their
services because they recognize
that optimum solutions require
different backgrounds, new perspectives, and open minds.
•

•

•

Policy & Education – Parsons
educates employees on diversity,
multi-generational workforces, and
social/personal identity. Parsons
celebrates diversity events such as
International Women’s Day.
Outreach, Diverse Firms and Certification and Mentorship Program –
Parsons holds outreach events like
the event at White Labs-San Diego
to reach out to diverse firms with
the objective of forming a successful teaming relationship on future
industry endeavors.

NV5, Vice President Carmen Kasner
(Chapter Board Director). NV5 is a
provider of engineering and consulting
services to public and private sector clients. NV5 is engaged in the following
to promote diversity and inclusion:
•

•

NV5 strives to promote from within. They evaluate all existing staff
to see whether there is someone
who may be appropriate that may
be overlooked. NV5 strives to have
a diverse staff at all levels.

NV5 recruits through professional organizations that promote
diversity.
NV5 leads by example. They
invite younger and diverse staff to
participate and get involved and
provide leadership opportunities.
This includes mentoring staff and
having training opportunities such
as having senior management
meet annually with the staff.

Psomas, Vice President Augie Chang
(Past Chapter President & Chair of
Chapter International Committee).
According to Engineering News-Record
(ENR) magazine, Psomas is listed as
one of the top engineering firms in
the nation. Psomas serves public and
private sector clients. Psomas is actively
involved in the following to promote
diversity and inclusion:
•

Psomas’ Diversity Committee is
educating staff on topics promoting diversity in the company.

•

Psomas participates and supports
local events promoting diversity
and outreach to under-represented
groups.

•

Psomas works with local public
agencies in meeting their contracting goals and incorporating
those goals in building our own
workforce. They look to establish
www.apwa.net

The public works firms and city agencies acknowledge that individuals
bring unique skills, varying perspectives and experiences that bring success to an organization. This article is
a sample of what we are doing in San
Diego to embrace and celebrate diversity and inclusion.
To learn more, the following is a list of
Diversity and Inclusion PWX presentations in Seattle:

Diversity and Inclusion Starts
with Me
•

Sunday, September 8, 7:00-8:20
a.m. D&I First Timers Meeting

•

Sunday, September 8, 4:00-4:50
p.m. JAM Session: Want to Throw
Some Shade? What is Said in
Seattle, Stays in Seattle!

•

Monday, September 9, 9:45-11:00
a.m. Women in Public Works
Panel

•

Tuesday, September 10, 10:0011:30 a.m. D&I Brunch

•

Tuesday, September 10, 3:00-3:50
p.m. Dare to Ask Session: Women
& Men Working Together

Vic Bianes can be reached at (619) 5718196 or vbianes@cox.net.

Diversity and Inclusion National
Committee – Mission Statement
The APWA National Committee for Diversity and Inclusion is
responsible for advancing diversity
issues throughout the association,
placing value on all individuals
and the different perspectives of
those individuals, and promoting
the process for all to feel included
as part of the whole.
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IN & AROUND APWA

Congresswoman Davids sits second from right.
Executive Director Grayson sits at far left.

Congresswoman Sharice Davids meets with APWA staff

O

n Tuesday, April 23, U.S. Congresswoman Sharice
Davids paid a visit to APWA’s Kansas City office. Davids,
who serves as the U.S. Representative for Kansas’s 3rd congressional district, previously met APWA Executive Director
Scott Grayson in Washington, D.C. When she expressed
her admiration of infrastructure and public works, he asked
her if she would like to speak to the staff. She delightfully
accepted. The APWA D.C. office staff were able to join the
meeting via teleconference in our Board Room.

22
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Congresswoman Davids sits on the Transportation &
Infrastructure and Small Business Committees and “loves
infrastructure,” as she put it. In an informal and enjoyable
presentation to the staff that lasted nearly 40 minutes, Congresswoman Davids shared her background, how she got
started in politics, why she ran for office, and what it’s like
to be in Washington. “I know the broad range of topics that
you all work on, so I’m really excited for us to engage in more
of a conversation here,” she said.

WASHINGTON INSIGHT

2019 Hurricane Season:
How ready are we?
Marty Williams, Government Affairs Manager, American Public
Works Association, Washington, D.C.

T

here is an age-old question—or
at least several variations of it—
which goes like this: why does
it take an emergency to drive
action? Yes, this can also be
considered a rhetorical question, but in
this case…How ready is the nation for
the 2019 hurricane season?
Each year, hurricane season takes place
between June 1 and November 30. It
can be argued that hurricane season is
at the epicenter of our nation’s disasterplanning efforts, due in major part
to the large-scale damage caused by
hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria
in 2017, plus hurricanes Florence and
Joyce in 2018. These natural disasters,
and of course other major hurricanes
over recent decades, resulted in hundreds of billions of dollars in damage
and many lives lost. This article is
not going to rehash the history of the
damage caused by hurricanes. Rather,
it is my hope to share and summarize
discussions I have had recently with
Members of Congress and their staff
as well as representatives from federal
agencies regarding some of the tools
and potential remedies provided by the
federal government to better prepare
for—and recover from—the upcoming
hurricane season.

APWA Executive Director Scott Grayson opens the
APWA July 2018 Hill Brief on the National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP) titled “Experiences from
the Front Lines.” Seated next to Scott (L-R) are APWA
members Dipmani Kumar, Branch Chief, Watershed
Planning & Evaluation, Fairfax, Virginia, and Nathan
Boerboom, Division Engineer, City of Fargo, ND

To help federal officials provide the best
possible tools to prepare for hurricane
season, APWA works as an engaged
partner with the federal government.
I have no doubt that APWA’s advocacy
efforts have played a role in raising the
need for greater focus from the federal
government on hurricane emergency
management efforts, from mitigation
all the way through recovery.
www.apwa.net

A few examples include:
•

/

APWA’s Public Policy Priority
Statements for the 116th Session
of Congress, which were subsequently distributed to all 535
Members of Congress and federal
agencies such as the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS)
and the Federal Communications Commission’s Homeland
June 2019
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Security Bureau (FCCHSB). The
public policy priorities, drafted by
APWA’s Government Affairs Committee and ratified by the Board
of Directors, include a strong
statement on APWA’s legislative
goals and advocacy efforts towards
emergency management.
•

APWA has conducted briefings for
congressional members and staff.
In fact, this past July a brief entitled “The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)—Experiences
from the Front Lines,” proved to be
timely. The expert input provided
by APWA members during the
brief to Congress included how
valuable maps and proper planning could be in mitigating potential hurricane damage.

•

Finally, and arguably our most
effective avenue, is sharing with
federal officials the first-hand
experiences and efforts of APWA
members to prepare and respond
to hurricanes.

The information exchange with government officials is a two-way street.
In return for the information that
APWA staff provides during meetings
with Congress and federal officials,
they share with us relevant and timely
information as to what the federal government has in its toolkit to assist our
members. These include:
•

•

24

Educational and training sessions
that are generally free of charge
through agencies such as the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). FEMA regularly
offers courses that include stepby-step information on how first
responders can better prepare their
communities for hurricanes as well
as information to help them following the destructive storms.
3-D Elevation Maps (3DEP), a stateof-the-art tool allowing its user to
access 3-D imagery for more accurate mapping, which are provided
through the U.S. Geological Survey
APWA Reporter
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Jonathan Hoyes, Director of Public Assistance at FEMA

(USGS). Furthermore, these maps
can be employed to help improve
response times for first responders.
•

The FCCHSB also offers information
on how to best utilize emergency
warning and notification systems
such as the Wireless Emergency
Alert (WEA) and Emergency Alert
System (EAS) to reach people before,
during and following hurricanes.

•

Federal grants and programs that
aid in mitigation, response, and
recovery efforts—which can go
on for months and, in some cases,
years—are also available. These
include Emergency Management
Preparedness Grants and PreHazard Mitigation Grants, each of
which may be used to fortify and
secure communities in preparation
for hurricanes.

www.apwa.net

In the past two years, the nation has
witnessed devastation from hurricanes
at levels that are mindboggling. A
category 4 or 5 hurricane that hits the
U.S. will cause billions of dollars in
property and infrastructure damage,
lost productivity, and, most importantly, serious injuries and fatalities.
This doesn’t even tell the entire story
of the emotional impact caused by
hurricanes, including the immediate
and long-term suffering of individuals,
families, and entire communities.
Hurricanes strike when the atmospheric conditions are right, and ultimately
there is only so much we can do to
stem the damage before, during and
after these cataclysmic events occur.
However, the federal government is
working to improve its ability to assist
public works professionals in their
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roles as first responders
during hurricane season
and beyond.
I now return to my
original question—how
ready is the nation for
the 2019 hurricane
season? And the best
answer I can provide is
that I believe we have
more information available to us today than
in past years; however,
what we do with that
information will be
what counts.
Marty Williams can be
reached at (202) 2186732 or mwilliams@
apwa.net.
USGS Map showing combined high-resolution land elevation with flood peaks presented during the 2019 April GAC meeting in DC
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GAC INSIGHT

APWA’s Government Affairs Committee, Executive Director
Scott Grayson, and Government Affairs Manager Marty
Williams at the Spring Advocacy Meeting

APWA committees take their
message to Washington, D.C.
Calvin Clifton, Business Development Manager, Mattern & Craig Inc., Kingsport, Tennessee, and Chair, APWA
Government Affairs Committee; Debbie Hale, Executive Director, Transportation Agency for Monterey County, California,
and member, APWA Government Affairs Committee

A

PWA’s public works professionals are dedicated
and passionate in providing and maintaining the
infrastructure for the betterment of our country.
On April 3-4, 2019, the Government Affairs Committee (GAC) joined with the Emergency Management
and Water Resources Management Technical Committees,
along with Board Liaisons for all three committees, and
APWA staff, to take their message to the nation’s capital.
Despite the political turmoil that dominates the national
headlines, APWA representatives had great success with
their in-person communications in Washington, D.C.,
conveying the importance of federal support for public
works to all our communities.

The Mission
The mission of the APWA team was to advocate and provide
first-hand knowledge to Congressional leaders on what
we do, and why our work is important. To accomplish this
mission, the meeting brought together over 30 passionate
public works professionals from all over the United States
26
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(and even one from Canada), and put them through two full
days of meetings and advocacy on behalf of public works.

The Setting
Spring in the nation’s capital is a beautiful and very busy time!
Rather than trying to schedule and meet with individual
members of Congress, the APWA team focused on meeting with Committees and staff that have authority over
public works issues and infrastructure. In recent years, this
approach has proven to be a successful way to communicate
our message. These committees include: House and Senate
Appropriations Committees; the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee; the House Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee; and the House Energy and Commerce Committee.
Everyone was encouraged to seek out their elected officials in their respective districts. Several APWA committee
members arrived a day early, or stayed afterwards, in order
to meet with their individual Senators, Representatives, and

APWA’s Government Affairs Committee, Water Resources Management
Committee, and Emergency Management Committee had the opportunity to
hear from House Public Works & Infrastructure Co-Chair Dina Titus (D-NV).

their staff. In addition to these Congressional meetings, the
public works representatives met with federal agencies representing areas of key interest.

The Meetings on the Hill
The first day began with a joint committee meeting to discuss advocacy initiatives, talking points, and a brief legislative update. APWA has three primary public policy areas:
Transportation, Water Resiliency, and Emergency Management and Response. APWA committee members were asked
to communicate local stories in support of these public
policy priorities, and spoke about important areas such as
the Stafford Act; workforce development; Waters of the U.S.,
the Clean Water Act, and Clean Water State Revolving Fund;
the National Flood Insurance Program; reauthorization of
the surface transportation law, the FAST Act; and infrastructure broadly. After the briefing, the entire group trekked over
to Capitol Hill for a variety of meetings.
In meetings with the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee staff, and the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, the transportation team learned that
both the House and Senate are actively involved in drafting
infrastructure legislation. For those who have been waiting since the 2016 election for the promised infrastructure
bill, this was positive news. The Senate was more focused
on surface transportation and an update of the FAST Act,
while the House was more interested in a multi-area infrastructure package. The process is somewhat disconnected
because one set of committees works on policy issues and
another set works on funding, but both policy committees
acknowledged that additional transportation funding is
needed. There was agreement that increasing the gas tax is
the likely short-term solution, while a vehicle miles-traveled
(or other user-type) fee is likely the long-term solution—proposals which APWA has supported for several years. It was
noted that there is broad Congressional support for earmarks (Congressionally directed funding), but they are not
expected to be brought back this fiscal year.

Members of the Water Resources Management Committee
and representatives of the GAC met with House Appropriations Interior-Environment Subcommittee Staff and the
House Energy and Commerce Environment and Climate
Change Subcommittee - Minority Staff. Later in the day,
this group also met with the Minority Staff for the Senate
Appropriations Committee’s Interior-Environment Subcommittee. Of primary concern for the Water Resources Management Committee is reauthorization and increased funding
for the Clean Water State Revolving Fund program, as well as
the federal response to emerging contaminants in drinking
water, such as Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS).
Additionally, workforce issues were discussed.
The Emergency Management Committee members and representatives of the GAC met with the House Appropriations
Committee’s Homeland Security Subcommittee - Majority
Staff. Attendees in this meeting emphasized the need for
continued funding for the Federal Emergency Management
Agency’s (FEMA) Hazard Mitigation grants, and the inclusion of public works as first responders, particularly when it
comes to funding requests on training and equipment.
To wrap up day one, we were honored to have the opportunity to meet with Representative Dina Titus (D-NV), CoChair of the House Public Works and Infrastructure Caucus.
Formation of the bipartisan Caucus is a key accomplishment
of APWA and Representative Titus, and her Republican CoChair Representative Brian Fitzpatrick (R-PA). The Caucus is
a strong ally in our fight for additional attention to our growing public works and infrastructure needs. Representative
Titus spoke to the group about the importance of advocacy,
and how the APWA staff and our members are a key resource
to the Congressional policy-making committees.

The Meetings with the Administration/Agency Staff
The morning of day two was spent with APWA staff and federal agency representatives, with the committees also holdwww.apwa.net
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In between meetings on Capitol Hill, a group
of APWA advocates stopped for a photo in
front of the Capitol.

ing individual meetings. At its committee meeting, the
GAC focused on the potential for infrastructure funding
bills, and forming a new temporary work group formed to
draft an in-depth policy document on reauthorization of
the FAST Act (Public Law 114-94), which expires in September 2020. The work group is currently reviewing every title
of the FAST Act and will be preparing a policy document
for the APWA Board of Directors review during its meeting
at PWX in September. Once approved, that document will
be used to advocate to the Trump Administration and Congress for APWA’s specific surface transportation reauthorization priorities.
Following the committee meetings, the entire group
reconvened for a full slate of meetings with Federal Agency
representatives.
The group was fortunate to hear the latest news and insights
from the senior staff of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
National Geospatial and National Innovation Center. The
magnitude of the data collected and stored by the USGS
is incredible. The representative compared the USGS to a
hoarder who collects tons of things, but only the Agency
knows where to find a specific item. Their goal is to make
their data more accessible. Highlights of these efforts included maps of stream water flows, coastal hazards, and potential
earthquake damage. Making data available to local governments in a usable format was a major topic of discussion.
The group was then updated by public safety advisors with
FirstNet, an independent authority within the U.S. Department of Commerce. Authorized by Congress in 2012, FirstNet’s mission is to develop, build and operate the nationwide, broadband network that equips first responders to save
lives and protect U.S. communities.
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The Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA)
Director of Public Assistance
Jonathon Hoyes gave an informative presentation regarding
FEMA’s multi-level approach
to natural disasters and the
latest Strategic Plan that is
built on lessons learned from
previous natural disasters.
The 2018-2022 Strategic Plan
creates a shared vision for the
field of emergency management including three overarching Strategic Goals: Build a
Culture of Preparedness; Ready
the Nation for Catastrophic
Disasters; and Reduce the
Complexity of FEMA.

A popular topic with our group
is always improving and streamlining the federal permitting
process. To that end, the team was briefed on the role of the
Federal Permitting Improvement Steering Council (FPISC).
Established by the FAST Act, FPISC tracks the permit status
for selected projects on a website dashboard and establishes
a dispute resolution process with the Office of Management and Budget. Project managers can go onto the site, at
www.permits.performance.gov, and see the status of federal
permits for each project listed on the site. The goal of the
program is to identify bottlenecks, monitor the permit
review and approval times, and in the end, shorten the time
a project is delayed in the permit approval process.
The group was also briefed on cyber and infrastructure
security and what the Department of Homeland Security
is doing to identify and thwart threats that could potentially lead to major disruptions to the nation’s infrastructure and security.
The final speaker of the afternoon was Brandye Hendrickson, Deputy Administrator of the Federal Highway Administration. Ms. Hendrickson noted that there is an upcoming
revision to the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD) for Streets and Highways, last updated in 2009.
She elaborated on FHWA’s continued support for the Every
Day Counts technology and administrative innovations
program, of which APWA has been a strong supporter.
Importantly, she noted that the Administration recognizes
the need to shore up the Highway Trust Fund and that a gas
tax increase, a national vehicle miles-traveled pilot program, and interstate tolling were all under discussion. She
added that the Administration supports a full infrastructure bill, rather than a separate surface transportation bill.
This latter issue—one big infrastructure bill vs. a separate
surface transportation bill—is shaping up to be a point

of debate between the House, the Senate and the Administration, but all parties agreed that there is a need for an
infrastructure measure in 2019.

capital to encourage an efficient, and effective, investment
in public works.

Conclusions
As the second day wrapped up, we concluded that this was
a productive visit to Washington. APWA members should
know that the work of the Association, initiated by APWA
committee member visits, and fostered by ongoing staff
relationships, is raising the profile of public works in the
federal government. APWA is now recognized by many committees, and federal agencies, as a resource to be called upon
to provide professional insight and perspective on complex
subjects, legislation, and regulations.

Calvin Clifton can be reached at (423) 245-4970 or cdclifton@
matternandcraig.com; Debbie Hale can be reached at (831) 5964542 or debbie@tamcmonterey.org.

Participants

Adding the Emergency Management and Water Resources
Management Committees to the Government Affairs Committee spring meeting in Washington, D.C. broadened
APWA’s ability to make its case to the various Congressional
Committees and expanded the diversity of the group.

Government Affairs Committee

•

Emergency Management Committee

•

Water Resources Committee

•

President-Elect Bill Spearman

•

Past Presidents Elizabeth Treadway and Brian
Usher

•

Board Members Lisa Rapp, Director of Environmental Management; Stan Brown, Director of
Leadership & Management

•

APWA Staff: Scott Grayson, Andrea Eales, Sean
Garcia, Marty Williams, Emily Dowsett, Nahid
Paiman, Rita Cassida, Anne Jackson
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The APWA D.C. staff did an incredible job organizing the
event, scheduling the meetings, and making sure that the
committees were well informed and ready to professionally and effectively discuss the issues of the day. While the
annual meeting in D.C. may be only two days long, it is fastpaced and pinpointed: APWA is hard at work in our nation’s
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Every year National Public Works Week
gets bigger and better. The number of
participating municipalities continues to
grow, which means the number of citizens
who are exposed to the value of public
works grows.

neither should the celebration. Keep the
recognition in your area going by finding
additional ways to celebrate the men and
women of public works!

Visit our website at npww.apwa.net for
more information about National Public
At APWA, one of our main goals is to Works Week. Be sure to share your
educate the general public about the experiences on social media using the
value and necessities of public works hashtag W#NPWW.
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SPOTLIGHT ON CANADA

A common need
Communities work together to build a
wastewater solution

Todd Westcott
Digital Manager
Water Canada magazine
Toronto, Ontario

P

artnerships are central to any
Canadian’s understanding of
our shared work. In action,
this work looks exactly like
the North Okanagan Wastewater Recovery Project, a project being
undertaken in British Columbia by the
Regional District of North Okanagan
(RDNO), the Township of Spallumcheen (TOS), and the Okanagan Indian
Band (OKIB).

Content provided by:
https://renewcanada.net
https://watercanada.net

“An obvious question is: why not just
connect to the City of Vernon?” said
Bob Fleming, director of Electoral Area
B in the RDNO, and the one respon30
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sible for getting the project started. The
RDNO’s required service areas sit just
north of Vernon, but connecting to
their wastewater system was out of the
question because it was never deemed
financially viable, he said. “Under
the current arrangements, the City
of Vernon will not extend services to
anybody that’s not within their jurisdiction. In other words, they would
need to be annexed into the City of
Vernon to be able to qualify to receive
the services.”
How to solve the problem then? “Following our UBCM (Union of British

The RNDO’s service areas sit north of Vernon,
seen here, but connecting to the city’s
wastewater system is not financially viable.

“We’ve got
partnerships; we’ve
got a First Nation on
board; we’re solving
environmental issues;
we’re certainly solving
some of the economic
issues in the area.”

tanks, so it has a huge environmental
benefit there,” said Fraser. “A lot of
them are starting to fail, they’re thirty,
forty years old, some of them.”
Solutions, though, don’t come
cheap. The $36.9 million project has
required the partnership to submit
to the Building Canada Fund. They
will find out this year whether they
are approved for the funding. “Acting
alone would not have been viable,
in terms of what was needed. So, the
partnering created strength in numbers, basically,” said Fleming.
Fraser agreed, “By the three of us working together on the infrastructure and
all of those costs, it just makes sense. It’s
more of a regional facility, as opposed to
having little, one-off facilities.”
Despite the differences in needs and
governance, the partnership has been
effective, according to Fleming.

Columbia Municipalities) meeting in
Whistler in 2014, I rode back with my
senior administrator and he encouraged me to look at little further afield,
so I went to talk with the Okanagan
Indian Band,” said Fleming.
The initial discussions went well.
“Actually, we all right away said we
wanted the finished product to be
treated to a Class A standard, which
was the highest quality coming out
of the facility,” said Christine Fraser,
current mayor of Spallumcheen and
a former councillor, recalling how
the partnership formed. “And we all
wanted it to be reused for replenishing
the aquifer in some way, whether that
was through farming, or irrigating, or
just going back into the aquifer.”
A growing community, Spallumcheen
has to build capacity. “Right now, our
current industrial park is on holding

“I think the biggest thing in all of it,
with everybody working together, is
that everybody’s been really respectful
of each other and of what everybody’s
different needs are,” said Fraser.
The parties can’t be certain they will
secure the funding, and the OKIB’s
funding source is the most tenuous,
accessed through an entirely different channel. Nonetheless, under a
Memorandum of Understanding,
each of the three partners has stated
their intention to hold a one-third
stake in the project. The RDNO and
TOS will each cover fifty percent of
the cost of the common works, with
the OKIB having the option to purchase its one-third share in the future
once it has secured funding.
“They just weren’t in the same position
of trying to get their funding arranged,
as the other two partners,” said Fleming of the provision for the OKIB to
buy-in at a later date. “So, we proceeded on the understanding that they
could be a buy-in partner with a guaranteed capacity available to them.”

www.apwa.net

~ Bob Fleming,
Electoral Area B Director
And to keep decision-making balanced,
“the Committee will provide one vote
for each member, and provide each
member with veto power, allowing
each member to veto a decision if they
wish,” states the MOU.
“There are a couple of places in the
Okanagan that have partnerships that
are similar to this,” said Fraser.
The partners have drawn from West
Kelowna’s partnership model to guide
their work. No need to reinvent the
wheel, said Fraser. “We’ll learn from
any issues they’ve had, because they
have had some kinks in the system! So,
we’re going to try to build ours off of
their model, looking at those kinks.”
Of course, that’s contingent on the
project securing funding, but Fleming is confident of their chances:
“We’ve got partnerships; we’ve got a
First Nation on board; we’re solving
environmental issues; we’re certainly
solving some of the economic issues in
the area.”
And if they don’t secure the funding?
“That would be a partnership thing;
we’d have to talk about that,” said
Fleming.
The OKIB was unavailable for comment at the time of writing.
Todd Westcott is Water Canada’s digital
manager.
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SPOTLIGHT ON CANADA
Education and understanding are helping to
change the culture on managing assets in
communities like Oakville.

Building core competency
Ensuring communities understand, and implement,
the basics of asset management
Iain Cranston, Director, Consultant and Trainer,
icInfrastructure, Kelowna, British Columbia

A

s if the magnitude of Canada’s
aging infrastructure base across
the country, and size of the
associated financial deficit—last
estimated to be $125 billion and growing by $2 billion per year back in 2016
according to the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM)—wasn’t a big
enough issue to deal with. We also have
the added factors of climate change,
population change, and a limited
public funding model, not to mention
living in an era where customers are
demanding higher levels of service at
a lower cost. But it’s even more than

that. We know that infrastructure asset
management (AM) can help us fully
understand the scope of the deficit,
help us articulate the optimum balance of service, risk and cost for asset
owners, and help us plan a sustainable
way forward; but organizations need
help in implementing more complete
asset management practices. Industry
and public sector infrastructure owners
across Canada tell us their organizations
face a serious hurdle to dealing with the
above challenges—increasing capacity
and building capabilities to develop and
implement formal, organization-wide
asset management programs.

Content provided by:
https://renewcanada.net
https://watercanada.net

In recent years, there has been a major
surge in training courses and materials available on asset management to
the industry, due to a combination
of demand from the sector, as well
as funding from various levels of the
Canadian government to stimulate
this very issue of capacity building. But
we need more, and we need a better
framework for communities, training
providers, and public regulatory bodies
to align with.
“Changing the culture of an organization takes time, but the best way is
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through education and understanding.
Ultimately, our goal is for everyone to
have a core competency within asset
management,” said Shawn Boast, manager of asset management for the Town
of Oakville.
While the ISO 55000 international
standard has done amazing things
for the industry—in aligning people
on the debate between “big picture”
infrastructure asset management
versus maintenance management, and
the scope of an organization’s management system and controls framework
for asset management activities—it
does not provide communities with
the detail of activities or processes
needed to build for asset management
in the context of public sector infrastructure or services, nor was that the
standard’s intent.

Developing a competency
framework
People do asset management. The
staff in your organization are critical
to progressing asset management. The
staff need to work together in crossfunctional groups, and organizations
need to develop any of the necessary
skills, behaviours and knowledge they

might be missing. For some, this can
be a big change and a different way of
working. For some organizations, this
can require staff training and/or new
hires. To support this, we are developing an Asset Management Competency
Framework for Communities. The
framework will help formally capture
the AM skills, behaviours, and knowledge you need across your organization, and enable you to put training
plans in place to help staff fill the gaps.
“Asset management isn’t a capital project like building a bridge. It’s a change
in perception and way of working,”
said Gordon Duff, treasurer and deputy
CAO for the Town of Minto, Ontario.
For asset management to be truly
successful in your community, you
must work across your organization—
breaking down department silos—to
connect the valuable components and
information that can often be tucked
away. You need to bring together people and skills across the organization
to solve your service and infrastructure

problems: engineers, planners, accountants, and elected officials. So, we are
walking our own talk. The Canadian
Network of Asset Managers (CNAM) is
bringing together several national associations that are involved in supporting the various aspects of community
management and industry professions
to leverage their collective expertise
in developing this Asset Management
Competency Framework for Communities. One of the partners CNAM is
working with on this initiative is the
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA).
“This is a great opportunity to help
local governments solidify their
approach to asset management. We are
excited to be a part of it,” said Shayne
Kavanagh, senior manager of research
at the Government Finance Officers
Association.

ties, and funded by the Government
of Canada—without whom this would
not be possible, so a big thanks for their
continued support.
The competency framework will provide alignment across the industry on
the scope of the discipline, highlight
the connections with the various professions in the organization, and identify skills, behaviours, and knowledge
communities should have in place to
support delivery of their asset management programs. The framework will be
developed over the course of 2019 and
will be widely reviewed by various professional groups and tested with many
communities across Canada before
being finalized later in the year.
For more information on this initiative, visit cnam.ca/AMCompetencyFramework.
Iain Cranston is director of icInfrastructure
and a program manager with the Canadian Network of Asset Managers.

This initiative is delivered through
the Municipal Asset Management
Program, which is delivered by the
Federation of Canadian Municipali-
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SPOTLIGHT ON CANADA

Building the North
Understanding infrastructure priorities, challenges in the
Northwest Territories

I

t’s difficult enough to meet the
challenges of maintaining existing infrastructure while building
new assets to keep up with population growth. But adding the
impacts of climate change to that mix,
prompting the need for more frequent
rehabilitation and more resilience in
construction, and the daunting task of
managing infrastructure becomes that
much more difficult.

Andrew Macklin
Editor
ReNew Canada magazine
Toronto, Ontario
Content provided by:
https://renewcanada.net
https://watercanada.net

Nowhere is the story told clearer than
in Canada’s north, where the infrastructure deficit has been amplified by
climate impacts. Covering a landmass
of close to 1.35 million square kilometres, the Northwest Territories (NWT)
is comprised of 33 communities and
under 45,000 people.
Premier Bob McLeod, now in his eighth
year in the position, freely admits the
34
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Territory has a large deficit, one that it
is working to overcome. NWT has, in
the case of many communities, relied
on assets like ice roads for people movement and diesel-fuelled power generators. But the impacts of climate change
have made those roads less reliable,
and the pollution from burning diesel
fuel only exacerbates the issue.

Transitioning transportation
The number one priority had been, for
several years, the development of the
Mackenzie Valley Highway, connecting
several NWT in the western part of the
territory to the Arctic Coast. The highway would allow residents in Wrigley,
Tulita, Norman Wells, Fort Good Hope,
and Inuvik to have direct all-season
roadway access at its northernmost
point in Tuktoyaktuk.

As climate change heats up
the north, ice roads become
less dependent, and the
need for new all-season
roads increases significantly.

To provide some perspective, Tuktoyaktuk is approximately 800
kilometres due north of Wrigley.
However, according to Google Maps,
the most efficient current driving
route between the two communities is
2,964 kilometres, a route that would
take you south into British Columbia,
northwest along the Rockies, cut back
up through the middle of the Yukon
Territory, and then move northeast
back over to Tuktoyaktuk.
McLeod’s government has been
steadily working on bits and pieces of
the Mackenzie Valley Highway north,
completing the Inuvik to Tuktoyaktuk portion of the highway in 2017,
and completing 40 of the 42 bridges
needed. The next phase, a combined
federal-territorial investment of $140
million, will be completed in six phases
moving north from Wrigley to Nor-

man Wells, representing 321 kilometres of two-lane gravel highway.

That’s just one of the key power struggles that have faced a province.

However, the government has also
recognized two other roadway projects
that have become priorities: the All
Season Road (TASR) and the Slave Geological Province Corridor Project. The
TASR is a 97-kilometre all-season road
from kilometer 196 of Highway 3 to the
community of Whati, northwest of Yellowknife. The Slave Geological Province
Corridor Project is a 413-kilometre
two-lane gravel infrastructure corridor,
one that would help facilitate expanded
energy resources, access to mines and
mineral deposits, and a connection to
the border of NWT and Nunavut.

“Inuvik, which we had converted to
natural gas on the understanding that
when the Mackenzie Valley natural
gas pipeline was built, we thought we
would take natural gas from there and
use it in the town. The Mackenzie Valley natural gas project got approved,
but it never got built.”

The TASR has made steady progression in the past few years, with North
Star Infrastructure (Kiewit, Hatch, and
Thurber Engineering) named as the
successful proponent for the project on
November 13 of last year. Development
of the Slave Geological Province Corridor Project has not progressed into the
procurement phase as of yet, as a funding submission to Transport Canada’s
National Trade Corridors Fund was
turned down. However, McLeod is
hopeful that funding could be made
available through a Northern-specific
call for proposals under the program.

NWT’s power play
The development of the Slave Geological Province Corridor Project could
open up the opportunity for a significant power play for NWT, paving the
way for the expansion of the Taltson
Dam. But even that may not solve the
Territory’s energy issues.
“As one of our consultants said, we
have the most complicated 50,000
megawatts of electricity utilization
anywhere,” said McLeod. “It’s because
things keep changing. Seventy percent
of our population is on hydroelectricity. Yet three years ago, we had a
drought and two Snare hydro facilities; their reservoirs couldn’t replenish
themselves at all.”
The unfortunate solution was to fire up
diesel generators to provide power to
Yellowknife. The cost: $50 million.
www.apwa.net

The wells that the town was instead
using are now watering out, which
caused a significant reduction in the
amount of natural gas used. The solution? The town had to be converted to
synthetic propane. Now liquid natural
gas (LNG) is being hauled all the way
from Delta, B.C. to the far north community. However, that solution will
soon be removed, as federal-territorial
funding of $40 million was committed
to the Inuvik Wind Generation Project
in November of 2018, the first project
to receive funding through the federal
government’s Arctic Energy Fund.
The use of diesel for power generation also continues to be an issue that
plagues some NWT communities,
and servicing that demand in recent
years has become even more difficult.
The barging company run by the
Inuvialuit went bankrupt during its
seven-year contract with the government to supply diesel fuel to communities throughout the territory.
According to McLeod, after going out
to tender for a new supplier, the prices quoted would have caused the fuel
to cost communities an additional 50
to 70 percent. With the company still
up for sale, the territorial government
purchased the barging company, and
now supplies fuel to its communities
using a Crown corporation.
Yet even with the fuel-shipping crisis
solved, more issues arose in 2018.
Quality, shipping, and water level
issues caused delays, and by the time
the fuel could be shipped, the government was unable to access three communities due to poor ice conditions.
Instead, they had to fly the fuel to the
remote communities using planes
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With the highway completed between Tuktoyaktuk
and Inuvik, seen here, the northernmost portion of
the Mackenzie Valley highway expansion is complete.

with 5,000-litre fuel bladders, adding a
significant cost.

New ways to build
energy and all-season
transportation assets is
an immediate priority.

On the healthcare front, the development of the $751 million Stanton
Territorial Hospital Renewal Project has
gone very well, and work is beginning
on converting the old facility to apartments and additional residential and
commercial uses.
Like other Canadian provinces and territories, the Northwest Territories has a

unique set of infrastructure challenges.
But as the impacts of climate change
wreak further havoc on Canada’s
north, the need to find new ways to
build energy and all-season transportation assets is an immediate priority.
Andrew Macklin is the managing editor of
ReNew Canada.

Positive outcomes

Expanding Hydroelectric

But with all of the energy issues
encountered, there have been some
success stories that the government
continues to build on.

A

“We’ve spent a lot of time converting
to alternative and renewable fuels,”
McLeod explained. “Within government, I think we’ve met our target of
reducing our greenhouse gas emissions
by 30 percent over 2005 limits. On a
per capita basis, we’re the largest users
of biomass. We’re first or second per
capita in the use of solar panels. And
we’re starting to use wind energy.”
On the transportation front, the completion of the $299 million Inuvik to
Tuktoyaktuk highway linked Canada’s
all-season road network to the Arctic
Ocean for the first time, as was a significant step in the development of the
Mackenzie Highway.
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s the Northwest Territories has explored options for reducing
diesel dependence, one of the options has been to expand its use
of hydroelectricity either within the territory or by importing from a
neighbouring province.
“We were looking at that as part of the expansion of Taltson,” said McLeod.
“The last time we looked at it, it was going to cost more to build transmission
lines than it was to expand Taltson.”
Technological advancements have the territory now looking at opportunities for the use of subsea cable, allowing NWT to run single or bi-directional
power from a facility in an adjoining province. However, the preference is to
instead invest in transmission capacity to connect the Taltson station to the
Snare hydro system.
The territory would also like to proceed with plans for a two-phase expansion
of the Taltson Generating Station. The expansion would add another 140,000
kilowatts of production, which could be sold to Saskatchewan for use in
Uranium City (120 kilometres away) or to Alberta for use in High Level (320
kilometres away).

www.apwa.net
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MEDIA INSIGHT
National Public Works Week celebration
in West Des Moines, Iowa. APWA mascot
P.W. Paws stands at far left.

Year-round community outreach
Emily Dowsett, Government Affairs Media Manager, American Public Works Association, Washington, D.C.

W

ith National Public Works Week (NPWW) 2019
now in the rearview mirror, I wanted to take a
moment to touch on community outreach: why
you should continue to work on it throughout the
year, and some ideas you may not have thought of.

I hope that you and your agency had a successful NPWW—a
fantastic opportunity each year to call attention to the importance of public works in community life. However, you work
tirelessly day in and day out, and I highly recommend that
you keep the NPWW momentum going. Your community
outreach efforts should continue year-round so that you are
continuously educating the general public about the value
and necessities of public works projects, and public works
professionals like you. Don’t limit yourself to just one week!
As the often-unsung heroes of our society, sometimes you
really do have to toot your own horn. With community
outreach efforts, and an invite to members of the media for
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additional promotion, you can promote yourselves, the professionals who serve the public good with a quiet dedication.
There are some community outreach events that are widely
recognized in the public works realm, such as holding a
“Touch a Truck” or agency open house; but what else can you
do to raise awareness for public works as a whole, and then of
course how you positively impact the community?

Partner with a local school, or school district
Working with a local school (or school district) is beneficial
for multiple reasons. Of course, you can have the opportunity
to go in to the schools and teach students about what exactly
public works is, raising awareness for what you do in your
local community. But, at the same time, you can also promote
public works as a career path. If it’s an elementary school,
perhaps you can bring the garbage trucks, or excavators
over—heavy equipment always goes over well with the young
ones! For middle or high school age students, you could offer

yourself or your employees as
professionals which they can
shadow for a day during career
days. The APWA Store has tons
of resources for K-12 outreach
if you’re interested.

Auction
In my experience, auctions
are a great, and cost-effective
(for you at least) way to raise
money for a good cause. In
this instance, why don’t you
partner with a local cause that
would benefit from the proceeds? Ask local businesses if
they could contribute a product or service to the auction,
and be sure to explain how
the project that you’re raising
money for will go to that good
cause. Raising money for a
good cause is always a good
idea and can have the added
benefit of earning some stellar
publicity.

Sports tournament

National Public Works Week celebration in

Williston, Vermont
I know I’m being overly vague
here, but some sports are bigger than others in different
regions, so I didn’t want to pigeonhole anyone’s imagination—there are so many options. Perhaps you have a local
golf course that will waive the green fee, and you can charge
members of the community who want to play, with the
money raised going to a local cause. No golf course nearby?
Why don’t we switch gears entirely and host a cornhole tournament? You could host that at the yard and have a barbeque/
party going on at the same time!

Community Service
People are often looking for opportunities to complete
community service. Perhaps once a month (is that wishful
thinking), or even once a quarter, your agency could set up
a volunteer opportunity for members of your community.
In this instance, I recommend something related to public
works. In many communities, responsibilities of cleaning up
homeless camps can fall on public works departments. You
could ask the public to join your agency to make small toiletry
kits for the homeless in your area, or to bag lunches to hand
out to those underserved. The opportunities for community
service are endless. You get to interact with members of the
public and complete a good deed at the same time.
Those were just a few ideas that you could use throughout the
year to give back to the community, all while raising aware-

Any event that affords you the
opportunity to interact with the
general public, and put a face to public
works, is beneficial.
ness for all the good your agency does for the area, but the
options are endless. Any event that affords you the opportunity to interact with the general public, and put a face to
public works, is beneficial. But this wouldn’t be my monthly
column if I didn’t circle back to media would it? All these
community outreach ideas are great for the community and
for your agency, but let’s capitalize on that opportunity for
some positive press! I urge you to invite the local media to any
and all events hosted by your agency. The worst they can say
is no—and what if they say yes?!
One final note, because I can never stress this enough…. TAKE
PICTURES! Promote your events on social media. Tag APWA
in any social media posts (@APWAGovAffairs & @APWATweets) and we’ll be sure to give you and your agency a shoutout for your efforts to shine a light on the public works heroes!
If you want advice about how to reach out to the local media,
you may e-mail APWA Government Affairs Media Manager
Emily Dowsett at edowsett@apwa.net.
www.apwa.net
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OPEN YOUR WINTER TOOLBOX

Cha, cha, cha, changes…
Wilfrid Nixon, Ph.D., P.E., PWLF, President, Professional Snowfighters Association, Iowa City, Iowa; member,
APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

T

here is an old concept, captured
in a number of pithy sayings,
that can be summarized very
simply this way: If you do the
things you have always done,
you will get the results you have always
got. Einstein was a bit more pointed—
he said that a definition of insanity was
“doing the same thing over and over
again and expecting different results.”
Regardless of which quote you prefer,
it speaks to something very profound
about human nature—namely, we are
not terribly good at changing what we
do and how we do things.
When I am considering the topic of
change, I always try to flip the sayings
around to something more positive;
and what I come up with is, “If you
want the results you get from your
actions to be different, you have to do
different actions.” Not terribly profound but it does help me focus on
what is perhaps the biggest barrier to
change—me.

Liquids involves not just applying them, but also storing them and
loading them onto trucks, as well as making them too. The good
news is, others have wrestled with the problems and are more than
willing to share with you.

Because, if I want different results, it
is nobody else who has to do something—it all falls on me. Now, that
is both daunting and simplistic. It
is daunting because if I am thinking
about a big enough issue (like for example the winter maintenance operations
of a city), that is an awful lot of stuff
to handle. And it is simplistic because
I am not the only person involved
in doing those winter maintenance
operations. I likely have a number of
people working on those activities, so I
not only have to change my behavior, I
have to change theirs as well.
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So what was hard (making myself
change) is now even harder (making
everyone else change too)! Observing
this, I would expect a number of people
to feel rather discouraged and to ask
the question, “Why would anyone
change when it is such a huge hassle?”
There are of course a number of reasons
why an individual or an agency might
change what they are doing. In the
field of winter maintenance, the drivers
for change could be internal (limited
budgets, difficulties hiring and keeping
plow operators) or external (increasing
expectations with regard to levels of
service, concerns about environmental
issues). Whatever the drivers may be,
the first step to successful change is to
www.apwa.net

understand what is behind the drive
for change. As an example, I have heard
from various folk in communities that
are growing rapidly that the people
moving into the region may have very
different expectations when it comes
to winter maintenance levels of service
in comparison with people who have
lived in the community for a long time.
A specific issue arises for people who
have lived in an urban setting and then
move to a more rural setting.
So, pressures for change in winter
maintenance are real, and are likely to
become more pressing over time. We
live in a time where public expectations regarding the transportation system are rising continuously, although

that rise is hardly ever expressed directly in that way. “Everyone” expects
their two-day delivery from Amazon
(for example) to arrive on time, every
time, without perhaps realizing that
such an expectation places a burden
on the transportation system. I am not
saying that this is a bad thing, but that
it is somewhat different from where we
were twenty years ago!
So, change is hard and getting harder,
and is often driven by external factors
over which we have little or no control. How do we bring about change
successfully? As noted above, step one
is identifying what is driving the call
for change. Step two is understanding what constrains your ability to
change. There are a number of these,
and they range from budget limitations
to equipment to personnel to the old
favorite: “We have never done it that
way before.” None of these necessarily mean you cannot change, but all of
them need to be addressed.
Let’s begin with the concern about
never having done something before.
Perhaps, as an example, it might be
the direct application of liquids to
the pavement prior to a storm. As a
technique, it works well when used
properly, but that little phrase “when
used properly” means that the concern about never having done this
before (done direct application of liquids) is a proper concern. How are you
going to figure out the techniques and
procedures to do it right if you have
no experience using those techniques
and procedures?
This one, at least, can be answered
pretty easily most of the time. You
have wheels on all your trucks (I
hope!) but you did not have to reinvent the wheel to use them. So too
with anything new in your operations
toolbox. You may not have used it
before, but somebody has. So, learn
from their mistakes (or experience,
if you prefer!). Put simply, make sure
that you get plugged into the winter
maintenance community of practice.

How can you do that? Well, the
example of using liquids in winter
maintenance was chosen specifically
because it is something that the APWA
Winter Maintenance Subcommittee
has been focused on the past couple of
years, and we have developed a series
of presentations dealing with all things
liquid. So, the subcommittee page is
one place to start. Or if you reach out

to me or others you may know on the
subcommittee, we will be sure to help
too. Because we, just like you, know
that change is difficult, and we know
how much help we have needed to get
things changed ourselves!
Wilfrid Nixon can be reached at (319)
594-4447 or at wilf@psassoc.org.
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PW TECH MANAGEMENT: LEADERSHIP IN NEW TECHNOLOGY

Successful long-range water
supply planning

W

ater agencies across the
United States face big
challenges with regards to
maintaining a local, reliable, and sustainable water
supply. Water is vitally important to
our economy, prosperity, and freedom.
Issues such as water scarcity, pollution, droughts, population shifts,
and affordability all weigh heavily on
local utility leaders to manage and
provide winning solutions to these
challenges. In order to keep pace with
the demand for water, agencies have
portfolio of options such as conservation, alternative supplies, water reuse,
and increased storage. Below are two
different approaches to improving and
sustaining a reliable water supply and
working together with others to make
their vision a reality.

City of Sugar Land’s Integrated
Water Resources Plan matches
the community ideals
The City of Sugar Land, Texas (City),
has historically supplied water to its
118,000 citizens with groundwater from
the Gulf Coast aquifer systems. In 1989,
the Texas Legislature established the
Fort Band Subsidence District (FBSD).
FBSD was formed to regulate groundwater withdrawals and prevent further
land subsidence in Fort Bend County.
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Beginning in 2014, FBSD regulations
required the City to meet a 30 percent
reduction in groundwater consumption. In 2025, this groundwater reduction will increase to 60 percent. In
2008, the City completed a groundwater reduction plan (GRP) to meet FBSD
regulations. The GRP includes the City
and eighteen other partner entities.
The GRP partners met the initial 30
percent conversion through the construction of a 10.85 MGD surface water
treatment plant.
In 2015, the City began to develop a
comprehensive plan to meet the 2025
deadline for 60 percent alternative
water supply. The City developed a
list of over three dozen specific queswww.apwa.net

tions that needed to be answered prior
to making a long-term investment in
additional water resources.
The City recognized the need to develop an alternative approach to the traditional planning process. This approach
needed to allow for capital projects as
well as potential policy and procedure
recommendations. It was critical to
involve the City Council and citizens
when formulating the proposed path
forward for our community. The City
selected the Integrated Water Resources
Plan (IWRP) process as the best tool for
completing this program. The IWRP
allows the City to evaluate policies,
management strategies and capital
improvement projects while building

consensus and support from City staff,
citizens, and council members. The
IWRP allowed the community to provide feedback in the form of weighted
objectives (graph, p.42).
The City along with CDM Smith developed an 11-part approach to developing a long-term supply strategy.
1.

Gather an understanding of the
City’s regulatory environment.

2.

Develop overall community goals
for the plan (i.e., objectives).

3.

Quantitatively evaluate each objective via performance measures.

4.

Assess the existing supply options
combined with the future demand
needs to identify any future supply
gaps.

5.

Identify potential capital projects,
management strategies, or policies
to meet those gaps (i.e., options).

6.

Develop initial themes for groups
of projects (i.e., portfolios).

7.

Utilize a Decision Support Model
(DSM) to demonstrate performance of the initial portfolios.

10. Complete a sensitivity analysis
to see if the ranking of portfolios
would change.

8.

Input the results from the DSM
and other performance metrics
into a decision software scoring
tool to rank the portfolios against
each other.

11. Select the recommended portfolio
for implementation by the City.

9.

Create new hybrid portfolios based
upon results of the initial pass of
the modeling.

www.apwa.net

The final recommended portfolio
includes a risk diversified mix of the
best scoring options including a 5.5
MGD expansion of the SWTP, expand-
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ing the reclaimed water system from
both the North and South WWTPs,
implementing AMI, enhancing the current water loss control program, utilizing
the City’s current firm water contracts,
a series of basic conservation initiatives,
and groundwater credit banking.
Start to finish, the IWRP characterized
the City’s entire water infrastructure,
conceptualized 15 water supply options
with several sub options, created a
model with thousands of pieces of programming logic, quantified the City’s
future water supply needs, developed
and evaluated more than 35 unique
portfolios (combinations of projects)
to ultimately determine the best fit for
their community. This may not be the
lowest cost option, nor is it the easiest
to implement, but it is what matches
the community ideals and will allow
the City to continue to be a place the
citizens can be proud to call home.
Contributed by Brian J. Butscher, P.E.,
Assistant Director of Public Works, City
of Sugar Land, Texas, (281) 275-2456,
bbutscher@sugarlandtx.gov.

Mesa Water District’s expert Water Operations Team ensures that
the Mesa Water Reliability Facility runs safely and efficiently, to
process and deliver 8.6 million gallons of drinking water per day to
homes and businesses in its service area. Pictured from left to right:
Bob Mitchell, Senior Operator; Tyler Jernigan, Senior Operator;
Dustin Burnside, Water Operations Supervisor; Stephen Hershey,
Operator 2; Darryl Hopkins, Senior Operator.

the home to notable Southern California landmarks and companies such as
South Coast Plaza, Segerstrom Center
for the Arts, Vans and Hurley International. Governed by a publicly-elected,
five-member Board of Directors, Mesa
Water® provides water service to
110,000 residents in an 18-square-mile
service area that includes most of Costa
Mesa, a portion of Newport Beach, and
John Wayne Airport.
Mesa Water’s source of water primarily
comes from Orange County’s Groundwater Basin, which is managed by the
Orange County Water District, overseeing nineteen retail agencies in the area.
The groundwater basin has the capacity to supply the retail agencies with 75
percent of their water demands with
the remaining 25 percent supplied by
imported water from the Colorado
River and Sierra Nevada.

Mesa Water achieves vision of
providing 100 percent local,
reliable groundwater
Mesa Water District is an independent
special district located in Costa Mesa,
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Laying underneath the groundwater basin sits an amber-tinted water
source 87,000 years in the making. At
that time, a redwood forest ran along
Orange County’s coast. The forest has
completely decayed leaving behind an
amber-colored organic material. This
material is in the water that sits directly
below Mesa Water. The amber-tinted
water is safe and meets all drinking
water standards with the only chalwww.apwa.net

lenge being aesthetics due to the organic material.
Since Mesa Water was founded, the
Board of Directors had a vision to
provide a 100 percent local water
supply. This vision was achieved after
generations of diligent planning and
forethought by the Board of Directors,
with the construction of the Mesa
Water Reliability Facility (MWRF) in
2000. This state-of-the-art facility was
constructed to reach into the deep
amber-tinted aquifer and remove the
organics. This would provide a reliable,
clear, and long-lasting water source for
Mesa Water customers.
Mesa Water worked with the Orange
County Water District to enter into an
agreement to draw as much water as
possible from the amber-tinted portion
of the aquifer. This agreement became
reality primarily because of the secondary benefit to the other retail agencies
in the area. Pumping from the ambertinted portion of the basin keeps this
water from spreading into the broader
aquifer and becoming a treatment issue
for wells.
The original MWRF design was
improved from 2010 to 2012 to boost
its production capacity and was recommissioned on March 13, 2013. The
improved MWRF features an innova-

water reduces the upward pressure
on water rates.
•

Basin protection: Pumping the
amber-tinted water prevents spreading into the aquifer causing treatment issues for other retail agencies.

Mesa Water embraces the “perpetual
agency philosophy” where there is an

understanding that our agency will
continue in perpetuity, and the solid
foundation and ideas that leadership
enacts now will forever have a positive
impact on our community.
Contributed by Kurt Lind, Business
Administrator, Mesa Water District, Costa
Mesa, California, (949) 207-5408, kurtl@
mesawater.org.

True that.

tive treatment technology, which has
increased the facility’s water production by 50 percent over the prior treatment process.

(When it comes to industry
leadership, that is)

The state-of-the-art facility includes a
one-million-gallon reservoir and two
deep-water wells. At the heart of the
facility are the system’s pumps that
pull the water from about 1,000 feet
underground to the surface, along with
212 nanofiltration tubes, processing
8.6 million gallons of water per day.
The MWRF water is soft, high-quality
water that meets all drinking water
standards, and arrives at the plant
with an amber tint. Using nanofiltration technology, the water is filtered
to ensure it is clear at the tap for Mesa
Water customers.
The MWRF is the most significant
achievement in Mesa Water’s history,
and its benefits to our customers and
the community are tremendous:
•

•

Water supply reliability: 100
percent of the community’s water
demand is supplied with local
groundwater. There is enough
amber-tinted water to supply customers for hundreds of years.
Water rate stability: MWRF water
costs less to produce than importing water, therefore using this
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INTERNATIONAL IDEA EXCHANGE

Snow-cooling system at Sundsvall
Regional Hospital
Jan Lindberg, Energy Controller, Region Västernorrland, Sweden; International Coordinator,
Swedish Public Works Association

T

he Sundsvall Regional Hospital,
Sundsvall, Sweden, is a massive structure that covers about
190000 m² and—naturally—
requires a heavy-duty cooling
system in order to maintain a comfortable indoor climate as well as keep a
variety of technical equipment from
overheating. Prior to the year 2000, a
conventional cooling appliance was
used for this purpose. However, the
county council of Västernorrland has
since committed to a more environmental-friendly and energy-saving
alternative in making use of a natural
resource that is easily available in the
north of Sweden, namely snow.
Before the snow-cooling system was
built there was already a snow deposit
situated west of the hospital—mainly
used by the Sundsvall municipality to
dump snow that had been cleared from
streets in the region. This undisturbed
place proved to be the ideal spot for
building the new cooling facility, since
there would be no negative impact
on the surrounding area, and it was
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already a natural place for unloading
massive amounts of snow. The facilities, that were inaugurated in 2000,
are the first of its kind in the world and
are equipped with a 23-foot (7 meters)
deep bowl-shaped basin that is being
filled with snow during the winter
months. The snow pool is made from
waterproof asphalt which provides
insulation against any unwanted heatwww.apwa.net

ing from below. During the spring and
summer months the snow deposit is
covered with a layer of wooden chips in
order to prevent the snow from melting
due to increased outdoor temperature.
During winters with less snowfall, a set
of snow cannons can be used to secure
that there is enough snow in the pool.
However, these cannons may only be
used at temperatures below -2° C and, if

the air is humid, the required temperature must be even lower. However,
using snow cannons is still a more
energy-efficient solution than using a
conventional cooling system.
All in all, the snow-cooling facility
consists of three main parts: the snow
storage, a pumping station and a heat
exchanger. Snow that has melted
is being pumped through the heat
exchanger where the water cools the
technical equipment as well as the
ventilation air which passes through
the hospital. Through this process,
the water reaches a higher temperature—on the way back it is therefore
used to melt more snow. This also
eliminates the risk of shortage in
cooled water since everything returns
to the snow deposit where it melts just

enough snow that is required depending on the outside temperature. In
other words, on hot days when much
cooling is needed, the system gives a
higher output due to more water being
pumped and therefore more snow
being melted, whereas on colder days it
pumps a lesser amount and thus melts
a lesser amount of snow. This system
has lowered the consumption of electric energy for cooling the facilities and
equipment by 90%.
If there are any questions about the
snow-cooling plant, contact me with
an e-mail or by phone. We have now
almost 20 years of experience with
snow cooling.
Jan Lindberg can be reached at 0705771589 or jan.lindberg1@rvn.se.
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Snow cooling plant maintenance
personnel Kent Hedin, with the hospital
of Sundsvall in the background
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Newport News Public Works Operations Center

Public Works Frontline Professionals:
Helping with the registry of infrastructure assets

Kirstin Runberg Platt, GISP, ENV SP, Asset Management Administrator, and Jacqueline Stephan, GISP, MBA, GIS
Manager, Asset Management, City of Newport News, Virginia; members of APWA’s Asset Management Knowledge Team

A

fundamental part of an asset management system
is the registry of infrastructure assets. Knowing
where assets are located and their condition is vital
for determining levels of service, identifying critical
assets, creating operations and maintenance and capital improvement planning investment strategies, and determining the most advantageous long-term funding strategies.
Not only does the asset registry support asset management, it
facilitates daily work and response during emergencies.
Keeping the registry of infrastructure assets current is an
ongoing process. The City of Newport News has an extensive geographic information system (GIS) that includes
infrastructure assets owned and maintained by the City. The
City’s GIS-based infrastructure asset registry is maintained
on a daily basis using a variety of source data including
but not limited to plans, as-builts, and employee expertise.
There are known shortcomings in the asset registry that
may include things such as older assets that have not been
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captured and those that do not have the required attributes.
Like many jurisdictions, public works’ frontline professionals are the experts and have a plethora of institutional
knowledge. Capturing this knowledge is critical to increasing the integrity of the infrastructure asset registry.
The Department of Public Works’ frontline professionals
have always provided assistance with augmenting the asset
registry. Formerly, frontline professionals would complete
the GIS Missing Asset Form, sketch the asset and surrounding features, and fill in the required fields on the form. The
same form was used to update erroneous infrastructure asset
data. Asset Management Division GIS staff would then review
the provided documentation and update the GIS as best they
could. Often, assets were digitized into the GIS using the
aerial imagery for reference and populating as many attributes
as possible. This took many hours, errors were difficult to find,
and it was an intensive manual process for both work groups.

Knowing the process could be better, Asset Management
Division GIS staff and a small group of Wastewater Division staff began meeting to develop a plan to automate the
workflow. There were four goals of the project: work toward
a more comprehensive infrastructure asset registry allowing
the department to better their asset management system;
enhance the user experience for the frontline professionals
and the maintenance process for Asset Management Division GIS staff; streamline the workflow while decreasing the
likelihood of errors; and meet the requirements of the citywide paperless initiative.
An integral part included the two work groups determining
what information was most important for the frontline professional to easily access for every infrastructure asset attribute. At the same time, using their knowledge and expertise,
Asset Management GIS staff ensured all attributes needed
for the asset management system and system modeling were
able to be captured. The result was the Infrastructure Asset
App created in-house by Asset Management GIS staff. Built
on ESRI’s Collector framework, the app displays wastewater
infrastructure assets with the ability for the user to view data
about the asset. The app is designed so it can be used in the
field on laptops, tablets, and smartphones. Prior to starting
the pilot, Asset Management Division GIS staff provided

extensive training on the app and assured the frontline professionals there was an open-door policy for questions and
feedback about the app.
Wastewater Division users were able to use the app to add
assets to the asset registry by drawing them on their device
and populating the required data while in the field. An effort
was made to maximize the number of attributes populated
using pick lists and minimize the amount of data that
needed to be hand entered. These features increase the integrity of the data and minimize the time frontline professionals spend maintaining the infrastructure asset registry thus
enabling them to focus on their daily operations and maintenance tasks. In addition to adding new features, existing
infrastructure assets can also be edited in the app. If a user
finds erroneous or missing data, they can select the asset and
make the edits to it while in the field.
Whether a newly located infrastructure asset or a correction
to an existing asset, all entries go through quality control.
Asset Management Division GIS staff apply GIS principles,
review the attributes, and ensure every infrastructure asset
meets the quality standards. After this step is complete, the
assets can be viewed in the basemap of the computerized
maintenance management system (CMMS).
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Infrastructure Asset App asset and data as it appears on the monitor of an Asset
Management Division GIS staff member during the quality control step

In addition to quickly augmenting the asset registry and
more accurately capturing the work performed and associated costs, the app has increased collaboration between
work groups. The app is frequently referenced in meetings
and frontline professionals and Asset Management staff all
share ownership of the asset registry. Another unanticipated
benefit is the increased awareness of the asset management
system. By engaging staff from an operating division in the
app workflow creation, they have become stakeholders and
supporters of the department’s asset management system.
By sharing the success with other Public Works staff, they
relay the long-term vision throughout the department.
During the Department of Public Works’ 2018 APWA reaccreditation, the Infrastructure Asset App was recognized as
a model practice.

Frontline professional installing pipe

The pilot was a resounding success and
the four project goals were met. The Infrastructure Asset App allowed the frontline
professionals to continue with their daily
operations and maintenance and other
responsibilities while providing much
more accurate asset registry updates in
a fraction of the time it previously took.
GIS staff time required to perform quality
control and make the assets available in
the CMMS decreased as well. This enables
CMMS created work orders to capture
costs and activities against a more comprehensive infrastructure asset registry.
Lastly, the workflow is now entirely
paperless saving time and resources.
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With the success of the Wastewater Division pilot, the app
was rolled out to three additional Public Works divisions.
The Stormwater Division is collecting and updating pipe,
ditch, and structure assets and related information. This
data will also support the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System (MS4) monitoring and reporting requirements. The
Street Maintenance Division is using the app to update and
add to their inventory of Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) ramps and evaluation of sidewalk pavers. The Solid
Waste Division is augmenting their cart inventory by capturing non-residential trash receptacles. This will facilitate
creating a comprehensive GIS dataset allowing for better
maintenance and tracking.
Infrastructure Asset
App as it appears on the
smartphone of a frontline
professional

www.apwa.net

Kirstin Runberg Platt can be reached at (757) 269-2720 or
plattkr@nnva.gov; Jacqueline Stephan can be reached at (757)
269-2727 or stephanje@nnva.gov.

STORE
CONSTRUCTION RESOURCES
NEW

Construction Inspection
Manual (Fifth Edition)

Management of Public Works
Construction Projects

The Construction Inspection Manual includes all
facets of public infrastructure inspection including
the roles and responsibilities of an inspector, preconstruction planning, documentation, communication
risk management and legal issues, technical subjects,
scheduling and project close-out.
PB.E09B
Member $125/ Non-Member $150

This book focuses on concepts and processes for
managing public works construction projects.
PB.AMPW
Member $20/ Non $35
PB.AMPW-E (Download)
Member $0/ Non-Member $35

Construction Inspection 201:
Project Management

Whether you’re an engineering student or an
experienced engineer, Engineer Your Way to Success
is the best downloadable book you can get for
yourself, your employees, or any engineer who wants
to enhance his or her career.
PB.XEWY-EV
Member $20/ Non-Member $20

The construction inspector’s job is difficult. Constant
attention and determination help to assure all phases
of a public works construction project meet and
maintain the standards for quality control.
This 24-course program provides general
guidelines for the various areas needed to maintain
professionalism and competence. The program
includes an array of information for the learner,
including: communication, contractor relations, plans
and specifications, construction meetings, progress
meetings, scheduling, documentation, negotiations
and project close-out.
Content is delivered online, via the APWA eLearning
Portal. With the eLearning Portal, members can access
their eLearning purchases, view content, complete
evaluations, and track and report their progress from
any digital device. Once purchased, this content will be
available on-demand, with no expiration.
Courses can also be purchased á la carte.
For more information please visit: https://www.apwa.
net/MyApwa/Apwa_Public/Education_and_Events/
CIPM.aspx
LM.P24
Member $384/ Non-Member $576

APWA Red Book on QualificationsBased Selection Guidelines
This publication discusses the case for qualificationsbased selection (QBS) and teaches readers how to
conduct interviews, evaluate candidates, and formulate
and manage contracts for professional services.
PB.ASEL
Member $15/ Non-Member $20

Engineer Your Way to Success

Scene By the Engineer
This book will transport readers to 70 different
locations along the path of American engineering and
creativity.
PB.A513
Member $10/ Non-Member $15

The Engineering Guide to
LEED-New Construction
This publication provides a solid understanding of the
U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED-NC rating system,
explaining step-by-step how to apply it to real-world
construction projects.
PB.X813
Member $100/ Non-Member $110

Green Roof Construction
and Maintenance
This book presents all of the information you need to
skillfully design, construct, and maintain green roofs.
You will find a wealth of practical details gathered
through real-world implementations and independent
research.
PB.X908
Member $60/ Non-Member $70

VISIT US 24/7
ORDER TODAY!
Visit us 24/7

www.apwa.net/store or call 1-800-848-2792, ext. 5282
Please allow two weeks for delivery on all orders other than expedited service.
All funds in US dollars. All prices are subject to change without notice.

The importance of closing the gap on
asset management expectations
Dan Sailer, P.E., Assistant Public Works Director, Town of Castle Rock, Colorado; Chair, APWA Small Cities/
Rural Communities Committee; Vice-Chair, APWA Asset Management Committee

"T

he road to hell is paved with good intentions.”
This quote from Samuel Johnson is pretty well
known. The basic premise is that while initial
intentions are oriented in the right direction, things can sometimes go awry if not well
thought through. When it comes to the management of
public infrastructure assets, there is plenty of opportunity
for things to go awry.
Not long ago, I read about a smaller jurisdiction’s experience with a water leak that they could not locate for several
weeks. Turns out that the leaking line was never inventoried,
and happened to be located in an area of surrounding open
space that was near a drainage way. Both conditions led to
the trouble of locating the problem. By the time staff found
the leak and made repairs several million gallons of water
were lost. As you can imagine, staff in this agency faced a lot
of anger and frustration from various stakeholders.
This could be several agencies’ story that have management
responsibilities for infrastructure assets. It is common for
staff in public works departments to have their own ideas on
what stakeholders expect related to asset management. However, if these are not well vetted and understood across the
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agency, public works staff carry a significant burden should
things go wrong.
Things do not always have to go wrong for public works
staff to feel stressed because clarity of expectations among
various stakeholders is lacking. The following illustrative
example is likely one that you have encountered in some
form or another: Public works staff just completed mowing
operations near some intersections in order to keep sightlines clear for safety purposes. They have moved on to completing pothole repair operations when they get a call from
their supervisor to stop what they are doing so that they
can return to mowing operations because a councilmember
has requested that this be completed to improve aesthetics. If clear expectations between political bodies and staff
regarding infrastructure asset management are missing, this
dynamic will continue.

Closing the gap
To assist with clarifying expectations, it is important that
public works staff take the time to develop and document overarching policy and objectives that the agency
administrator approves, or ideally the governing political

body. This is important since most elected officials spend
a relatively short amount of time in office. Documenting
policy elements greatly assists with helping to educate new
elected officials.
So, what does an overarching policy and objective statement
look like? The following are illustrative examples related to
inventory and condition:

Inventory
Policy Principle: All physical assets shall be inventoried.
•

•

Objective #1: Attribute and location data will be
established in the Department’s infrastructure maintenance software within a six-month timeframe from
construction acceptance, installation, or vehicle/
equipment receipt.

sure staff will experience. This reminds me of a recent story
that a friend of mine told me. They had just completed folding their child’s clean laundry and placed it into a laundry
basket. They asked their child to take the basket and place
their clothes in their room, then return the basket. The child
returned in less than a minute. The parent was wondering
how the child could have put away their clothes in such
a short amount of time. When they went into the child’s
room, they found the clothes piled in the middle of the
floor. While the child followed directions, there was plenty
of room for interpretation.

A helpful resource
APWA has a helpful resource to aid agency staff with the
development of a documented Asset Management Policy.

Objective #2: Attribute data must include regulatory
requirements as a minimum (GASB 34).

Condition Rating
Policy Principle: All assets shall have their physical condition assessed at appropriate intervals.
•

Objective: An evaluation cycle and rating system for
each asset class shall be established such that remaining
lifespan can be determined.

These examples demonstrate clarity of direction that is
broad enough to cover all infrastructure asset classes, while
allowing staff to develop specific refinement to process and
procedures tailored to the asset classes (water, sewer, streets)
their department manages.
But what about the pothole and mowing example that was
described earlier? How do policy and objectives handle items
like this? Well, one illustrative operation policy component
like the following can aid in this area:
Policy Principle: Individual Asset Management Plans will
be established for each physical asset class that provide
comprehensive direction as to how each asset class is to be
efficiently managed.
•

Objective #1: Asset Management Plans (AMPs) will be
created for each of the following asset classes:
◦◦
◦◦
◦◦
◦◦
◦◦
◦◦
◦◦

•

Roadway pavements
Traffic Signals
Streetlights
Traffic Control (pavement markings, signs, beacons)
ROW (verge areas)
Fleet & Equipment
Facilities

Objective #2: Individual AMPs will include quantitative
Levels of Service (LOS).

By minimizing the amount of interpretation that is involved
among staff and agency administration bodies, the less pres-

Guide to Successful Asset Management System Development cover

This simple guide is located on APWA’s website at the
following location: https://www.apwa.net/MyApwa/Apwa_
Public/Resources/Guide_to_Successful_Asset_Management.
aspx
In closing, I realize that development of an Asset Management Policy can take a bit of time. It is worth it!
Dan Sailer can be reached at (720) 733-2470 or dsailer@crgov.
com.
www.apwa.net
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Speed limit sign on dash with
orange border

Connected/Automated Vehicle update

G

reat response to the Connected Vehicle/Automated
Vehicle (CVAV) Subcommittee
survey by the APWA membership to our list of questions
on the status of connected/automated
vehicle preparedness and understanding of the anticipated impacts on local
governments is greatly appreciated!
Using your responses, the committee
will prepare educational materials for
public works to assist them in keeping
up with this rapidly changing technology in the upcoming months.

Gary Strack, P.E., Vice President,
Anderson Engineering, Inc.,
Kansas City, Missouri; member,
APWA Engineering & Technology
Committee and Transportation
Connected Vehicle/Automated
Vehicle Subcommittee

The challenging part of CVAV technology is, there is no solution that works
for communities of all sizes. Everyone
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will need something a little different to
work best for their community. Plus, it
will be interesting to see how the original equipment manufacturers address
this issue. Our template of educational
materials for the public works sector
will include:
•

Providing guidance on steps that
can be taken now to prepare for
the upcoming wave of demand
(may be similar to a new iPhone
demand, just over a longer period
of time) for accommodating CVAV
technology;

•

Developing talking points for
discussions with elected officials
on how additional funding will be

required because the current maintenance/construction operations
will not stop being needed;
•

Education/training of public works
staff in operations and maintenance; and

•

Guidance on discerning between
types of technology to incorporate
into your system.

So enough about the fast approaching future, let’s talk about what is
now available to the public on most
automobiles. Like many of you, I have
recently purchased a car with some of
the latest technology available: blind
spot monitoring, lane keeping, adaptive cruise control, connectivity and
auto dimming high beam head lights
to name a few. While operating this car
the last several weeks, I noticed a few
items that may affect how drivers interact with their cars in the near future.
First is lane keeping. The automobile
works well at letting me know when I
stray across a lane line; however, it still
alerted me to crossing the lane line
when I purposely crossed to miss a pothole. To me this is a potential problem
for areas like Kansas City which had
an unusual amount of snow this past
winter and led to many potholes. This
combined with the unlikelihood of
automated vehicles (AV) being able to
detect and avoid potholes; will cities be
liable for more vehicle repairs? There
are a couple of ways a city budget may
be affected—extra cost of maintaining
their roads to eliminate potholes or
setting up a fund to pay for damaged
AVs. In one interesting episode when
traveling on a road with no centerline
stripe, the lane keeping alert notified
me when I crossed into the oncoming
lane to avoid a series of potholes and
no, there wasn’t any oncoming traffic.
Now I will need to learn more about
this part of the technology.
Second is adaptive cruise control.
The car is good about not letting me
get too close to the vehicle in front of
me as long as the cruise control is on

(including slamming on the brakes for
a turning vehicle before I could change
lanes). And if I am not paying close
attention to the speedometer, it slows
imperceptibly. If the vehicle in front
slows down or is operating below the
speed I wish, it sometimes takes a while
to notice the vehicle is losing speed
and the car won’t change lanes for me.
This is a potential problem for those
trying to get to the airport on time to
catch a flight or downtown for a meeting. This highlights that manufacturers
will be programming AVs to follow the
rules of the road; consequently, it may
take longer to get where you are going
than it did when you were doing all the
driving and your blood pressure may
actually be higher.
Last is connectivity. On every street
the name of the street shows up on the
dash by the speedometer along with a
speed limit sign of the posted limit. If
I exceed the speed limit, a yellow box
appears around the speed limit sign
warning me. I don’t know who besides
the car maker knows where I am going,
but now “somebody” knows where I
am going from my car and my phone!
And the worst thing is, I can no longer
claim I don’t know the speed limit
when the officer stops me.
What does this mean for a public works
department? The vehicle manufacturers are providing services that allow the
technology to work well like lane/edge
striping recognition, vehicle location,
speed limit changes (basically at each
speed limit sign on the roadside), GIS
mapping, and roadside connectivity; does that take these off the public
works to-do list? As noted above the
lane/edge striping recognition seems
to work well, although not as intuitive
as a human driver in my experience (I
know it’s a computer). The next three
are all related to mapping—do we
trust the private entity providing the
mapping to the vehicles to not miss an
important traffic sign or road location?
So far, my car hasn’t missed a single
road name, in my area. I struggle with
www.apwa.net

The challenging part
of CVAV technology is,
there is no solution that
works for communities
of all sizes.
whether this mapping should be provided by a governmental agency or a
private entity, because of the speed the
updates are needed versus the accuracy
due to things like construction and
maintenance crews on the road. And
how does a private entity manage their
liability for the mapping use when its
inaccuracy causes an incident? In what
form will public works be providing
this construction/maintenance information to a private entity for programming AVs in the future? And lastly, if
so much of this needed information is
acquired by the vehicle through sensors and mapping from private entities,
will roadside connectivity really need
to be installed? I think so, because
unless all traffic control devices’ timing, etc. are standardized across the
country, the vehicles of the future will
need to know signal phase and timing to reduce congestion. As you can
see, I have many more questions than
answers now.
In conclusion, I encourage everyone
to learn as much as you can regarding
the new technology and the myriad of
ways it may impact your state and local
government and your personal life. We
won’t know for a while which version
will “win” and become the mainstay of
the industry. As I am wrapping up this
article, I read an eye-opening piece on
the two recent Boeing 737 Max crashes
and retweeted it (article originated at
spectrum.ieee.org) as I feel it warns of
potential traps in the development of
automated vehicles. If you are really
interested in intense thinking, do some
reading on artificial intelligence (AI)
and the threat it may pose to humans.
It may keep you up at night.
Gary Strack can be reached at (816) 7770400 or gstrack@andersonengineeringinc.
com.
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Infrastructure Asset
Management: Thoughts
for innovations and
industry standards
Saidur Rahman, P.Eng., Ph.D., Senior Engineer, Bridges, Structures &
Expressways, Engineering and Construction Services, City of Toronto;
Adjunct Professor, Ryerson University, Ontario, Canada; member, APWA
Engineering and Technology Committee

I

nfrastructure assets are essential to every aspect of
our lives. Infrastructure is a key driver of productivity
and growth, ensuring safety, health, and economic
well-being of all citizens. In this digital era, every
organization that owns and manages assets—whether
a public or private company, local governments including
public works, or any asset owner—uses technology, which
needs standards and guidelines for legitimacy and integrity
to provide the desired services. Asset owners and service
providers face enormous challenges to represent a strategic
asset management program that translates asset information
into a quantifiable value to society. This article will focus on
the impacts of innovations and standards to realize the best
value for their assets towards long-term sustainability.
Generally, asset management for any organization involves
answering a few basic questions regarding their assets, such
as the following: What do you own? What is the condition?
What is the value? What is the remaining useful life?
What are the risks? What do you need to do and when you
must do it? Organizations can adopt asset management
policies and industry-aligned practices such as adopting an
organizational structure to implement them. Innovative
solutions such as an automated asset tracking method for
condition rating to produce reports can help them manage
their assets cost effectively. On the other hand, failing to
integrate accurate data and information may cause an
incorrect measure of an asset’s performance and remaining
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service life. An integrated, balanced and comprehensive
asset management program addresses these challenges and
can offer a better guideline or road map for local, municipal,
and public works organizations.
A summary snapshot is provided to describe the asset
management journey in Figure 1. The components
reflect the early timing of the advancements of the asset
management journey driven by combinations of business
needs, trends and innovations.

Figure 1. Asset Management Journey – Timeline and Maturity

Asset management systems as part of asset management
programs help organizations to streamline managing the
asset inventory and the investment decision-making in
each of the areas including operations, maintenance, repair,
rehabilitation and renewal. Asset management practices
have evolved from local concepts to global initiatives.
Australia, UK, and Canada have regulatory requirements
for agencies to create asset management plans. Australia/
New Zealand’s IIMM (International Infrastructure
Management Manual) and UK-based PAS 55 (Publicly
Available Specifications) were the reference standards for
good practices in asset management for many years until
a complete International Standard, the ISO 55000, was
published in 2014. Industry is moving forward to adopt
ISO 55000, which describes the fundamentals of asset
management taking into consideration value, alignment,
leadership, and assurance. The ISO 55000 series is comprised
of three standards:
•

ISO 55000: Asset Management – Overview, principles
and terminology

•

ISO 55001: Asset Management – Management systems –
Requirements

•

ISO 55002: Asset Management – Management systems –
Guidelines for the application of ISO 55001

The benefits of asset management are to enhance
the efficiency of the governance and accountability,
assuring that an Asset Management Plan (AMP) supports
the organization’s vision, mission and objectives.
Additional benefits include that an organization will
abide by regulatory compliances while reducing Capex/
Opex (CapitalOperational expenses) and improving
revenue stability. Asset management paves the path for
effective decision-making (DM) considering that asset
risk management is based on evidences and focuses on
maintaining the desired Levels of Service (LOS) of an
organization. Good asset management also will protect the
reputation of the organization, share social responsibilities,
work in partnerships, and look for innovations.
If we are to realize the optimum benefits of a good asset
management system, we must also address the biggest
challenges our industry is now facing in managing their
infrastructure assets:
•

Aging infrastructure

•

Budget shortfall

•

Safety and security

•

Vulnerability to natural forces (climate change,
earthquake, flooding, wildfire, tsunami and tornados,
etc.)

•

Inconsistencies in asset management tools and
techniques
◦◦

Various rating systems

--

Bridges and structures: Health Index, Sufficiency
Index, Bridge Condition Index (BCI)

--

Water and wastewater: Water Research Centre
(WRc), National Association of Sewer Service
Companies (NASSCO) – Pipeline Assessment
and Certification Program (PACP) and Manhole
Assessment and Certification Program (MACP)

--

Roads and pavements: Pavement Management
System (PMS) – Pavement Condition Index (PCI)
and Pavement Quality Index (PQI)

--

Facilities and fleets management system; Facility
Condition Index (FCI), BIM

◦◦

Variable service life and prediction modeling

◦◦

Asset valuation

◦◦

Organizational structure and maturity

There is no single asset management system off the shelf
or a single protocol that fits every organization perfectly.
However, a common and simple approach that can be used
is illustrated in Figure 2, showing the basic steps for asset
management implementation.
Innovation can help provide new ways of doing things. The
public sector is known for its conservatism to adopt new
ways “to realize the value from its assets.”

Figure 2. Asset Management Implementation Steps

The following questions are key in promoting advancements
in technology and innovations within an asset management
program:
•

What role can technology play to get more out of the
data?

•

Are there generalized and consistent tools for asset
management appropriate to manage specific, variable
and multiple assets?

•

What are the implementation opportunities and
challenges for local and municipal organizations?
www.apwa.net
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There is no single answer to the above questions, but we
have seen how innovations have enormous impact on public
assets including the reduction of maintenance backlogs,
meeting new demands with old systems, maintaining
State-Of-Good-Repair (SOGR), updates with regulatory
requirements, prioritizing for investments, utilizing the
full-service life and attaining sustainability. Innovations can
be organization-specific depending on the organization’s
capacity, size, location, business types and need. A few
examples are cited below specific for materials usage to
systems applications:

An effective asset management program must address
the establishment of asset standards to meet service
need mandates matched within available resources,
while balancing competing service level and asset needs
(priorities). Asset management should adopt a whole lifecycle approach to invest and assign accountability and
responsibility to relevant sections/peoples to perform risk
management, timely reporting, and optimized decision
making (evidence based). In addition, asset management
ensures continuous improvement (knowledge based)
and implements adaptive and innovative approaches as a
complete system. To implement, a new approach of adding
“lenses” to the line of sight of the asset management facets
can be used. Figure 3 shows how these responsibilities can
fall under three interlinked categories. Over Sight, In Sight,
and Fore Sight can ensure:

•

Usage of algae, tire chips and refurbished materials as
pavement material.

•

A chemical multicomponent deicer that does not need
winter maintenance for over 20 years.

•

Cement made of magnesium silicate instead of calcium
carbonate known as Carbon Negative Cement, which
uses low-energy and absorbs CO2 and reduces GHG
(Greenhouse Gas) emissions.

•
•
•

•

Paving slabs that generate electricity with footfalls.

•

•

Sunlight-induced microcapsule sodium silicate with
protective coating as self-healing concrete.

•

Teabags made of activated carbon for water purification.
Silver mesh with the addition of an electric current
can kill up to 98 percent of bacteria and can be used to
purify contaminated water.

•

Recycle and reuse of wastewater. H2S from wastewater
treatment plant to H2 energy production as a by-product
can be added to the power grid.

•

FRP (Fibre Reinforced Plastics) reinforcement for higher
strength, less weight and corrosion-free used in concrete
structure.

•

Drones and BIM (Building Information Model) for
construction activities and structural inspections and
assessments.

There are at least main four drivers for innovations in asset
management: (1) clients and taxpayers; (2) regulations
(global, regional, and local); (3) technology as an enabler in
advancements of digital thinking; (4) asset characteristics—
assets are connected interdependently in direct and indirect
ways for the purpose. In the context of innovations in
asset management we need to focus in two areas: first, the
adoption of robust technology for continuous monitoring,
evaluation, partnering in collaborations and piloting of
new field techniques; and second, digital technology and
solutions integration with existing databases, Geographic
Information System (GIS), Global Positioning System (GPS),
Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS)
and high-tech options with redundancies. This includes a
pragmatic approach to be considered for “fit-for-purpose” as
appropriate and versatile solutions for any specific need.
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Consistency and appropriateness
Commitment
Framework
◦◦ Life cycle and risk-based
Communication and continuous improvements

Figure 3. Sight Lines of Asset Management

It is important to integrate an asset management program
within the organizational culture and practices as part of
the day-to-day operations, also rolling forward to long-term
decision making. An asset management program needs to
communicate the new changes to all stakeholders; gain
commitment from all levels within the organization and the
top management; develop policy, procedures and guidelines
as needed to assign the roles and responsibilities; and last
but not least, monitor the progress. The asset management
journey continues…
Saidur Rahman is a member of the APWA Engineering &
Technology Committee and can be reached at (416) 392-4292 or
saidur.rahman@toronto.ca.

APWA WORKZONE:
The premier public works job board
Make the switch to the APWA WorkZone job board
for an easier hiring and job search experience!
· Intuitive, easy-to-navigate design
· Advanced search options
· Custom job alerts
· Enhanced upgrades to help employers stand
out from the crowd
· More tools to help job seekers find the
perfect employment opportunity

Get started today at

workzone.apwa.net!

Why WorkZone?
· 1.2+ million page views per year
· Nearly 2,500 jobs posted per year
· 4,000 searchable résumés
· Each job listing included once
in weekly association e-newsletter
(70K distribution)

FLAT-RATE
PRICING:
$325 Member
$425 Non-Member

Integrating asset management into
improvement programming
Dennis A. Randolph, P.E., PTOE, PWLF, Director of Public Works, City of Grandview, Missouri

I

ntroduction

For those of us in public works,
the rubber hits the road (literally)
when we do our annual street
improvement programs. We do
overlays, seals, and a wide variety of
other work every year to help keep
our roads and streets as safe and in as
good a condition as possible. However,
which streets we repair is an important
question that public works officials
must answer long before the work on
the street begins.
Unfortunately, we have no standard
way to pick streets to improve. We
find that selection procedures can
range from the foolish to the sublime.
Officials in one community may pick
streets on a strict, by-the-number
process, that aims to balance costs with
engineering standards. Meanwhile
next door, their neighbors may choose
to let elected officials pick streets based
on their political view. In the end, we
repair streets, but the difference may be
in how the overall street network reacts
to the work and what benefits accrue
from the work.
Obviously, improvement programs
from both ends of this spectrum result
in some better streets conditions.
However, we can maximize the utility
of our street network if we consider
and use a range of factors (refer to
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Figure 1) that accrue benefits both
individually and together.
Figure 1: Factors that might be
considered in selecting streets
for annual repair programs
• Safety
• Capacity
• Condition
• Service Effort
• Real-time monitoring
• Economic Development
Using this view broadens the idea of
what it means for a street network to
be healthy. More importantly, this is
where asset management systems come
into play. Asset management systems
can be a key component in holding and
analyzing the data needed for efficient
and beneficial street programs. In playing this role, they can be an important
tool in selecting streets for repair and
upgrading each year.

Spending our funds wisely
While more and more communities
develop their own street asset management systems, we find growing concern that street conditions continue to
worsen. The most common explanation for this puzzle is lack of funds or
an inadequate funding stream. However, there may be another explanation.
For example, what if we are not using
asset management systems to their
www.apwa.net

full capabilities and picking the right
streets to repair every year? This idea
begs the question—do we spend the
precious funds we have wisely?
Figure 2: Scenario Testing
A longtime use of asset management
systems has been the testing of capital
improvement strategy scenario testing.
For example, a capital improvement
budget of $5,000,000 a year might be
specified and then tools incorporated
in the asset management system
determine how a performance measure,
such as the average surface quality
index of the community’s streets,
might change based on different
combinations of reconstruction,
overlaying, and surface sealing.
However, street selection generally
would be left to other methods.
We put asset management systems
into place for many reasons. We want
to inventory assets or document the
condition of assets. Often, we test system level improvement scenarios and
strategies. Increasingly we use them
as a platform from which to store and
launch work orders. Which of these
reasons (and others) predominately
controls how we use asset management system data? However, not all of
these uses contribute significantly to
identifying individual street segments
to include in an annual program.

While asset management systems,
especially when integrated into a
community’s geographic information
system (GIS), can include some of the
other factors listed in Figure 1 they are
often most relegated to testing various
improvement scenarios.

is that “firefighting” is minimized, so
work crews and work-efforts can be
scheduled more routinely, and completion dates more consistently met.

Unfortunately, the common separation
of scenario testing and street segment
selection often means we underutilize
the condition information included in
an asset management system. It also
means that we consider factors such as
crash experience or economic development needs in a less than optimal way.
Ideally, we should weigh all the factors
(or at least those considered most significant by the community). We then
can select segments using techniques
such as the Analytic Hierarchy Process1 (AHP) (see Figure 3) or specialized
add-ons to GIS systems. While we want
good street conditions, we also want to
ensure that safety, economic development, and livability are part of every
piece of work we do.

An example
For the past several years, Grandview,
Mo., public works has used several
unlinked systems to identify streets
for its annual improvement program
(see Figure 4). These include surface/
asset management (using Michigan’s
RoadSoft program), the city’s crash
files, our long-range transportation
needs plan, and current economic
development projects. While funds
have not increased, we have been able
to preserve current system-wide levels
of surface conditions, as well as crash
numbers. Most important, we have
been able to reduce Service Requests.
The value of reduced Service Requests

Linking such systems as opposed to
developing a complicated “black box”
is not a hindrance. Waiting until such a
complete black box is available cannot
only be never-ending but makes changing inputs more difficult. In the end,
what we want to be able to do is select
streets for improvement each year
using condition ratings from the asset
management system, crash information from the crash system, complaints
from the Service Request System, and
other important factors.
If we use such factors, we find determining benefit becomes much easier
because we have quantifiable numbers
that can justify our selection. Also,
these numbers allow us to have more
ways to measure benefit—whether it is
longitudinal (over time), or comparative (between wards of a community
or neighborhoods). In that way, we
can show the results of what we do in a
much broader fashion.

Figure 4. 2019 Public Works Projects

Closing
In the end, we should want to bring all
the pieces together that bring benefits
to various factors to address the broad
needs of the community. It really is a
matter of emphasis. Striving to only
raise the surface quality of the street
network without considering a possible
decrease in crashes, or eliminating costly service requests does not maximize
benefit for the community. On the
other hand, to consider a diverse set of
factors, we must link the asset management system to other data systems
(such as crash and complaint systems).

In the end, being able to show benefit
means that we make our asset management system much more relevant
to our community and the elected
officials who approve the funds to pay
for such systems. Relevancy is the key
word because what we want to strive
for is tying the results of our annual
improvement programs to concerns
that citizens have in a way that they
understand and even feel.
We must always strive to prove not
only to our residents, but to ourselves,
that we are spending the public funds
entrusted to us wisely. Wise spending
means providing a broad, understandable set of benefits to the community.
The benefits must be more than calculated numbers, but things that people
can understand.
Dennis Randolph can be reached at (816)
316-4855 or dr2340787@gmail.com.
1
The analytic hierarch process (AHP) is
a structured technique for organizing and
analyzing complex decisions, based on
mathematics and psychology. It was developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1970s and
has been extensively studied and refined
since then. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Analytic_hierarchy_process

Endnote: Benefits Realization Management
(2019), Project Management Institute.

Figure 3. Street Selection Filter
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Understanding the accuracy and
cost savings of Machine Learning
Condition Assessment
Greg Baird, MPA, President, Water Finance Research Foundation, Woodland Hills, Utah; Chair, APWA Underground
Infrastructure Technology Subcommittee; member, APWA Engineering & Technology Committee

M

achine Learning (ML),
which is a subset of Artificial Intelligence (AI), is a
major trend and poised to
make a significant impact in
underground water infrastructure asset
management. ML drives performance
optimization, business processes, and
planning. Water main condition assessment is an ideal use case for this technology because of the multitude of data
and variables involved. For many water
municipalities, ML for water main condition assessment is a low-risk use case
to test drive ML within their organizations. Further, ML allows municipalities
to avoid unnecessary spending on pipes
that are not in critical or immediate
need of replacement, and inversely
save money on repairing costly breaks
that could have been prevented given a
proactive and accurate plan.
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Unfortunately, current industry practices rely heavily on limited amounts of
asset, environmental, operational, and
geographical data—much of which is
subjective. The data is used in an agebased model to calculate the remaining service life which then translates
to a replacement date and cost. This
age-based, straight-line depreciation
methodology promotes valuation inaccuracies and costs the water utilities
more money when high-risk pipes are
missed, and good performance pipes
are replaced.

ML for Water Main Condition
Assessment
ML combined with GIS is a powerful
pipeline condition assessment tool that
predicts the likelihood of failure (LOF)
of drinking water distribution pipes.
LOF represents the statistical probabilwww.apwa.net

ity that a pipe will fail in the next 1, 3,
and 5 years. Asset management practices, combined with ML for buried water
pipes, can align maintenance, capital
repair, and replacement strategies to
more cost effectively allocate resources.
In turn, these efforts provide additional
financial integrity and accuracy to the
planning process.
Many utilities and consulting engineers
view AI as a “black box,” with the primary concern being accuracy. The same
question repeatedly comes up in any
discussion about the use of ML in pipeline condition assessment, “How do you
know the prediction is accurate?”

Balanced Accuracy for LOF
Predictions
The accuracy can only be as good as
the amount of data that was used to do

ML training. Generally, 80% of the historical data is used to train and 20% to
validate the Machine Learning model.
So, the accuracy of the model can only
ever reach 80%. The accuracy is a balance between high LOF and low LOF
results. Remember that a water main
break is really a rare event considering
all the variables.
Assessing a water system requires
understanding of both failures and
non-failures. True Positive Rate (TPR)
measures the proportion of actual
positives that are correctly identified.
That means correctly identifying the
high probability failures. True Negative
Rate (TNR) measures the proportion
of actual negatives that are correctly
identified. This methodology focuses
on correctly identifying the segments
that have a low LOF.
Figure 1 illustrates the concept of Balanced Accuracy for a large water utility. This large utility reached a peak
accuracy of 79.23% of actual main
breaks captured.
As the water industry continues to
collect large amounts of data, the oldschool methodologies of analyzing that
data have only provided a portion of the
data’s real value. Age-based or straightline depreciation methodologies have
a very high rate of inaccuracy which
has translated into thousands of miles
of good pipe being replaced—simply
because it was “at the end of its agedbased service life.” ML leverages a water
utility’s collected data and, combined
with 1,000 other variables (soil, climate,
elevation, etc.), a more accurate predictive model is created for calculating the
probability that a water pipe segment
will fail. Comparing these two types of
models reveal very interesting results as
explained in the cost savings analysis
for a medium-sized utility with 847
miles of water mains.
The worst 2% of water main pipes,
according to the ML model, captured
10.9% of the historical breaks during a
time shift study, where part of the utility data is held back and the ML model
tries to predict those “missing” years.

AI/ML brings the
next generation of
cost savings to water
utilities.

There are 14.8 miles (2%) out of the
847 miles in this dataset which were
identified as being the worst or highest
risk water pipes using the ML model.
The age-based model focused on 2.4%
of the network. So, the Fracta ML
(1.9%) was 21% more effective in identifying pipe breaks over the age-based
model (2.4%).
•

1.9% worst ML model miles captured 10.9 percent of breaks at 14.8
miles

•

2.4% miles in age-based model to
capture the same amount: 18.7 miles

•

Replacement cost difference: 4 @
$1M /mile or $4M

In this case, if the utility replaced every
pipe from the ML model versus the agebased model, they would replace 4 miles
less and would have saved $4M ($1M
per mile for direct replacement costs) by
not replacing pipes that still have good
www.apwa.net

performance, regardless of its anticipated service life.
This utility would need 0.5% more
of their pipe distribution system or
approximately over 4 miles of pipe to
find the same percentage of breaks as
the ML model. The ML model in this
case is 21% more effective in identifying pipe breaks over the agedbased model.
We can also look at this from a straight
replacement strategy. If a utility
wanted to replace 2% of the network,
no matter the model, how much of the
historical breaks are covered, or, how
many potential breaks were avoided?
When using the ML model to replace
2%, we have captured 11% of the
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cal breaks than the main break and
age-based model. A simple approach,
taking $15,000 as an average cost per
break, we have now avoided, or saved,
$120,000 over existing practices.

historical breaks or potential future
breaks. If we were to use the traditional break and age-based model,
a 2% replacement would have only
found just under 10% of the breaks
allowing for other high-risk pipes to
fail. This data set included 889 breaks
in the time period that was being
assessed. ML identified 8 more criti-

A condition assessment as a fundamental part of asset management assumes
that materials or infrastructure
components deteriorate, with the goal

YOUR VOTE
COUNTS!
Online voting for Board of Directors
positions to take place May 15-June 12
As an APWA member you can participate in the
final stage of the process to select members
of the APWA Board of Directors.
The ballot will be available for online affirmation
between May 15 and June 12, 2019. Simply log in and
click on the scrolling banner when you see Vote Now.
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of gathering information to predict
the need for repair, rehabilitation, or
replacement. The six main steps of pipe
condition assessment are:
1.

Develop an up-to-date inventory
of assets. With water main pipes,
a Geographic Information System
(GIS) can be used to collect the
pipe data or your hard copy data
can be digitized.

2.

Apply an ML LOF solution to
clean and verify the data, identify
the probability of failure for each
pipe using hundreds of variables
with a 20-30 percent improvement over an age-based model.
Produce a monetized consequence
of failure COF criticality rating for
each pipe segment.

3.

Select and cost effectively deploy
direct inspection tasks to the highrisk pipes to further determine
the internal pipe condition, pipe
wall condition, pipe environment
condition, or leakage. (By using
ML first, the utility will save more
money by efficiency targeting
high-risk pipe needing further
discovery.)

4.

Update the maintenance activities
in the CMMS and the water asset
management plan, revise pipe
repair and replacement capital
plans and reevaluate water rate
increases and future debt needs.

5.

Provide high-risk pipe locations
on GIS maps on mobile devices for
field crews.

6.

Update the ML model and repeat the
steps for continuous improvement.

AI/ML brings the next generation
of cost savings to water utilities. ML
LOF delivers this benefit in the most
cost-effective way by providing a condition assessment of your entire water
distribution system and then targeting
more costly direct inspection activities
to verified high-risk pipes segments for
even more cost savings.
Greg Baird can be reached at
(801) 910-1172 or greg.m.baird@
agingwaterinfrastructure.org.

USE YOUR END
OF FISCAL YEAR
TRAINING $$
Habits of Dysfunctional Leaders
This course helps leaders identify areas that may need improvement,
and employees work with individuals who employ these behaviors.

Ethics for Public Works Professionals
This course provides real-world examples and practical advice on ethics
as they apply to personal and professional interactions.

Ethics for Public Works Supervisors
This course is designed for individuals who are interested in
exploring ethics as they apply to supervision and management.

Construction Inspection 201:
Project Management
This 24-course program can help individuals build
their skillset in project management—as it applies to
work performed in the construction inspection profession.

Is
your
fiscal year
running out
more quickly
than your
training budget?
If so, APWA has a
great option for you.
Whether you invest in
yourself or your employees,
the APWA eLearning Portal has
affordable programs specifically
intended to decrease time in a
traditional classroom and maximize
job skills and professionalism without
ever having to go off-site.

Don’t lose those training dollars; check out
these programs before the vault door closes on
your agency’s budget.

PW Math 101: Calculating Concrete and Asphalt
This course helps estimators brush up on their math skills and
provides in-depth instruction and hands-on training for calculating
volume and area.

Start your e-Learning
journey today!
For more information go to
www.apwa.net/elearning or
email lms@apwa.net

Canal Route on I-135 in Wichita, Kansas, is a major
road that over 90,000 vehicles use every day. It is a
gateway that directs traffic through the state’s largest
city, Wichita, and connects to three major freeways and
highway routes.

Bridging the Gap: Preserving the past
by using technology of the future
Jon Karst, P.E., Bridge Special Projects Leader, and Ben Lindner, Advanced Robotics and Remote Sensing
Group Leader, GBA, Lenexa, Kansas

E

veryone knows the saying: If it ain’t broke, don’t fix
it. But when it comes to a community’s infrastructure, you should consider a plan to preserve it before
it’s too late.

As the United States’ infrastructure ages and funding measures are often unable to keep up, the search for a solution
has led many to consider preservation instead of building
new. Because of this, many public agencies are shifting their
focus—and funding—to preserving their infrastructure.
“At the beginning of my career, we had more expansion and
modernization projects because the funding was still in place
for that work,” said Jon Karst, GBA Bridge Special Projects
Leader. “Due to changes in funding, we’ve seen a trend
towards preservation and maintenance at both the municipal
and state levels.”
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Karst and his team were seeing a regular pattern emerge with
bridge owners: chain-drag bridge decks to find delaminated
(poor condition) concrete, create deck maps showing these
areas based on the field evaluation, then send the plans out to
bid. This tried-and-true method of deck evaluation works for
many bridges but gets increasingly difficult and costly under
high traffic volumes. The purpose of chain-dragging is to hear
the different sound made by the chain passing over delaminated concrete. With high-traffic volumes going by, this process becomes less reliable due to the road noise. This causes
errors in estimating the quantities of repairs, which often
translates to change orders and cost overruns. Additionally,
this method inherently disrupts traffic as lanes are required to
be closed to perform the chain-drag.

Advanced IR data collection techniques
identified areas of delamination on Shawnee
Mission Parkway from the air.
The chain-drag method, traditionally used for
the entirety of a project, was used to spotcheck the UAV’s findings for the most accurate
final product. These minor off-peak closures
minimized traffic impacts.

UAVs were able to collect data on the conditions
of the bridges’ bearings, hinge concrete, deck and
joints through infrared (IR) thermography.

Faced with the challenge of meeting clients’ needs, GBA set
out to find a better way. Their task: providing a final deliverable that could be created in an efficient and cost-effective
manner. Instead of using traditional methods of data collection, GBA’s Bridge and Advanced Robotics and Remote
Sensing (ARRS) groups teamed up to create a solution that
would help their clients preserve their infrastructure by using
emerging technology.
The first project, Shawnee Mission Parkway over BNSF Railroad in Merriam, Kansas, provided a great environment for a
new method. First, a traditional chain-drag was performed to
set a baseline of deck patching needs. Next, an infrared (IR)
thermography scanner was mounted to an unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) and the bridge deck was flown with multiple
passes to gather IR imagery of the entire bridge deck. This data
was then combined in the office and processed to locate areas
of concrete deck defects. IR thermography allows cameras to
detect differing heat levels on the bridge deck. This new use of
IR technology allowed the engineers to rapidly gather highquality concrete deck condition information in a safe and
rapid manner.
An IR heat map was then created and overlaid on the chaindrag deck map, showing a high level of concurrence between
the two methods. This allows the engineer to produce accurate deck patching quantities without interrupting traffic.

Finally, the project went to construction and the actual area
of deck patching constructed was within 5 to 10 percent of
the project area produced by the IR methodology.
This method was put into practice again with the Kansas
Department of Transportation’s (KDOT) I-135 Canal Route
www.apwa.net
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Findings were collected in a geospatial database.
Since the data can be modified, this format
allows a client to reduce the need for further data
collection in the future.

Bridge Repair – Phase 1. This required the project team to provide a complete field inspection for the two primary bridges
on the route and associated ramp structures. This translated
to 1.6 million square feet or 36 acres of bridge deck, which was
inspected while the bridges continued to carry over 90,000
vehicles per day. Again, IR scanners mounted to UAVs were
used to rapidly and safely gather deck condition information.
This work was completed without interrupting traffic, with
minor off-peak lane closures used later to spot check IR findings with chain-drag.
The result of UAV bridge deck scanning not only provides
owners with an answer to their challenges, but also solutions
that were not possible before. For example, condition data on
the Canal Route Bridge Repair was captured in real time on
a live web application. This geospatial database was made a
reality by using UAV and provided more transparency, detail
and accountability throughout the field investigation process.
The data can be used for years to come, allowing for future
assessments of the bridge to be limited in scope. With the
base layer of all existing information already present in the
web app, future inspections can build upon what has already
been created.
Over two thousand data points and twelve thousand photos
later, the project team was able to provide its client with an
innovative tool that allows for increased efficiency in maintenance, planning and future development. Structures like
Canal Route have a long history of serving the public and
connecting communities, and new technology like UAV will
help move these pieces of infrastructure into the future.
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The ability to collect information with
minimal disruptions to the public is
an important piece of a successful
preservation plan.
“Three years ago, we began applying IR bridge assessment
methods based on research from the academic field,” said Ben
Lindner, GBA ARRS Group Leader. “The needs of this project
gave us a unique challenge: How can we minimize our public
impact while maintaining high standards of accuracy? The
answer was found in using IR bridge deck scanning through
our UAV capabilities.”
Since the initial two projects, this technology has been used
on over 27 bridges for municipalities and DOTs. For the public, this technology means less impact on their lives—from
sitting in traffic to financing costly inspections that start
from scratch. For owners, using UAVs to scan the bridge deck
instead of the chain-drag method reduces the amount of time
inspectors need to be on the bridge. It also mitigates impacts
from vehicular emissions, vehicular crashes, time delays and
lost productivity. For inspection staff, the improved safety
from less time on the bridge deck is priceless.
Now that many pieces of infrastructure are reaching the age
where they require repair, the ability to collect information
with minimal disruptions to the public is an important piece
of a successful preservation plan.
Jon Karst can be reached at (913) 577-8245 or jkarst@gbateam.
com; Ben Lindner can be reached at (913) 577-8316 or blindner@
gbateam.com.

EDUCATION CALENDAR
For more information about these programs or to register online, visit www.apwa.net/Events.
Program information will be updated as it becomes available.
Questions? Call the Professional Development Department at 1-800-848-APWA.

2019
		

June 11-13

Certification Exam Dates (CSM, CPII, CPFP, CPWP-S, CPWP-M)

		

June 18-20

Certification Exam Dates (CSM, CPII, CPFP, CPWP-S, CPWP-M)

June 20

Talking Top Tech: Cybersecurity Edition

June 27

Asset Management Past, Present, and Future – What’s Next?

July 25

The Importance of Roles in Maintaining Assets

August 1

Talking Top Tech: Asset Management Technologies Edition

CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

August 15
			
CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

Suspicious Activity Reporting (SAR): The Importance of “If You See Something,
Say Something” in Public Works

September 8–11

2019 PWX, Seattle, WA

October 3

Talking Top Tech: Preparing for Implementation of Automated/Connected Vehicles

December 5

Talking Top Tech: Augmented Reality Edition

= Talking Top Tech

= Web-based training

= Click, Listen & Learn program (Free to Members)

= Certification Exam

= Live Conference (Paid Registration)

APWA members may access past Click, Listen & Learn programs from the Members’ Library at no cost. Programs can be
streamed to your computer via the link found in the library.
If you have expertise that you would like to share, please use the online Call for Presentations form to describe your expertise
and perspective on the topic. www.apwa.net/callforpresentations/
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MARKETPLACE

Products in the News
tural vinyl cover features seven layers of fabric and protective coating, including dual-sided PVDF topcoat to improve
durability and repel dirt. The high-tensile fabric even withstands over 900 pounds in a grab strength test, surpassing
the maximum strength capacity of the testing machine. The
Armor Shield cover is available in white, grey, tan and green
and is accompanied by an industry-leading 30-year warranty
to ensure the longevity users need. For more information on
ClearSpan, visit www.clearspan.com or call 1.866.643.1010
to speak with a ClearSpan specialist.

STRIPE-OFF™ makes cleanup of striping paint
overspray a breeze
STRIPE-OFF ™ makes cleanup of striping paint overspray a
breeze. Just apply STRIPE-OFF™ before you begin striping
and it will prevent quick-drying, water or solvent-borne
thermoplastic and epoxy-based paints from bonding to your
striping machines, gun packs, tires, and stencils. Now all you
have to do is simply flush or wipe off any striping paint overspray accumulations. It’s that easy! For more information,
call RHOMAR Industries, Inc. at 1-800-688-6221.

ClearSpan’s durable Armor
Shield cover

The Swenson EVolution V-box spreader from Aebi Schmidt
produces a 70:30 granular to liquid pre-wet ratio for superior
snow and ice removal. It processes 60 gallons of brine per
ton of salt compared to most spreaders processing 10-12
gallons of brine per ton. The super-saturated mixture melts
ice faster and helps keep salt on the road, resulting in a 35%
material savings. The higher liquid ratio results from the

ClearSpan Fabric Structures
recently unveiled their new, ultradurable Armor Shield cover to sit
atop the entire line of Hercules Truss
Arch Buildings. The 29-oz architec-
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Swenson EVolution™ V-box spreader features
smart technology to optimize salt usage and fleet
performance
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EVolution’s large, innovative storage tank design and highcapacity pump which pumps 26 gallons per minute vs. the
standard 7 gallons per minute. For more information, visit
swensonproducts.com or call 888-825-7323.

Holland Pump: Helping
our customers finish
their jobs faster
Holland Pump was formed
in 1978 and is involved in the manufacture, sales, distribution, rental, and service of pumps at six branch offices as
well as its corporate, manufacturing, and central repair
facilities in West Palm Beach, FL. Holland Pump produces
diesel driven systems and maintains a large fleet including diesel driven rental pumps deployed primarily in the
southern United States. Within Florida, Holland maintains
branch operations in Pensacola, Jacksonville, Orlando,
Tampa, Ft. Myers, and West Palm Beach, and also has an
operation in South Carolina. Visit www.hollandpump.com/
to learn more.

Berntsen’s next-gen utility markers deliver IoT
benefits to underground assets
Berntsen International’s connected InfraMarker solution
brings the benefits of IoT to infrastructure management.
Utility locators use their smartphones to access InfraMarker’s mobile app to precisely locate and verify the location of
underground utilities before digging. Text, photos and videos can be relayed via the cloud to office GIS systems. This
seamless ground to cloud approach saves time and money,
provides verifiable inspection and maintenance records, and
improves public safety by creating permanent and accurate
asset data that can be updated and shared. InfraMarker can
be used to mark both above- and below-ground utilities such
as light poles, catch basins, water mains and gas lines. For
more information, visit www.BerntsenInternational.com.

Chemical testing from Silver
State Analytical Laboraties
Silver State Analytical Laboratories offers chemical testing for soil,
concrete and related construction
materials as well as water, waste and wastewater for studies
and permit compliance that support the construction, mining and environmental remediation industries. Same-day
service is standard for Sodium Sulfate, Chloride, pH, and
solubility with quick turnaround times available on Redox
and Resistivity. With recent expansion into Rocklin, California due to the use of an SBA 504 loan from TMC Financing,
Silver State Analytical Laboratories, Excelchem Labs now
serves Northern California as well as Reno, Las Vegas and
Anaheim. For more information, visit www.ssalabs.com.

AirSpade introduces next generation AirVac
AirSpade, a Division of Guardair Corporation, announces the launch of the next generation vacuum excavation
unit, the AirVac Model AVU16540. Powered by compressed air, AirVac is designed to excavate dirt, sand, gravel
and muck to safely uncover underground utility lines,
tree roots or other buried objects. Equipped with a 4-inch
diameter, 15-foot vacuum hose with a 4-foot, clear polycarbonate vacuum wand, the AirVac sucks up spoils at rates
up to 2 cubic feet/minute. Engineered to run off a 185 cfm,
tow-behind air compressor, AirVac features a powerful,
multi-stage venturi vacuum engine. Incorporating proprietary AirSpade technology, with no motors or moving parts
to wear out, the vacuum engine is removable for easy setup, transportation and storage. To learn more about AirVac,
visit www.airspade.com.
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BYD showcases forklifts,
charger at ProMat
BYD showcased its lineup of
forklifts and a game-changing
battery charger at ProMat, the
largest industry expo for manufacturing, distribution and supply chain equipment. The BYD
forklift lineup ranges in load capability from 3,500 pounds
up to 10,700 pounds. All feature state-of-the-art 80-volt
battery technology, industry proven motors and controllers,
LED lights (front-rear-strobe), LCD display, 4-Way Hydraulic
Valve, rear grab-handle with horn, and rearview mirrors.
BYD also unveiled its new 110-volt “plug and play” charger.
Instead of wrestling with a cumbersome 480-volt charging
system, customers will be able to plug in a forklift into a
standard socket just like a small appliance. For more information, please visit www.BYD.com.

during and after production and placement of asphalt
mixtures. Quality Control & Quality Assurance: at the
plant and on the road; Coring & Testing: Volumetrics,
Performance Testing; Engineering Analysis & Consulting:
Engineering Analysis Reports, Forensic Analysis, Develop
Specifications & Testing Plan, Litigation Support; Mix
Design: Superpave, Marshall, FAA, Federal Lands, Pavement
Preservation. For more information, visit www.ats.consulting.com or call (904) 503-5100.

North Carolina drone
company launches realtime video streaming
system for emergency
response, search and
rescue, & infrastructure
inspections
Triangle UAS LLC, a provider
of innovative unmanned aircraft system services and technology, has launched a drone-mounted real-time video
streaming system to enhance situational awareness during
disaster/accident response, and search and rescue efforts.
The Triangle UAS streaming solution consists of a compact,
lightweight device that connects directly to the controller
of a video-enabled drone to quickly and seamlessly encode
and transmit the video stream to the Internet via 4G or
WiFi networks, enabling the video to be viewed in real time
on multiple screens at emergency operations centers or by
authorized third-party users via a secure Internet connection. For more information, please visit https://triangleuas.
com/.

Istanbul Metropolitan
Municipality chooses
the RetroTek
retroreflectometer to
assess road marking performance

Asphalt Testing Solutions & Engineering:
Advancing the industry through expertise, quality
and commitment
Asphalt Testing Solutions & Engineering partners with
contractors and engineers to assist in multiple areas before,
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The Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Transportation
Department has chosen Reflective Measurement Systems’
RetroTek-M Dynamic Road Marking Retroreflector to
assist them with the assessment of the pavement conditions and performance of the Municipality road network.
The Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality chose the RetroTek
retroreflectometer over traditional dynamic side-mounted
systems because it is easy to operate. Fitted to the front of
the vehicle with good road clearance also makes it a safer
solution for the operator/driver and other users. It is twice as
efficient which is a major advantage on the very congested
road network around Istanbul. For more information, please
visit www.reflective-systems.com.

Lindsay
Corporation
partners with
Iteris to create smart
work zones on U.S.
roadways
Lindsay Corporation, a
leading global manufacturer and distributor of irrigation
and infrastructure equipment and technology, and Iteris,
Inc., the global leader in applied informatics for transportation and agriculture, have announced their partnership
to create smart work zones across U.S. roadways. Lindsay’s
Road Zipper System® is designed to cost-effectively increase
capacity and reduce congestion by making more efficient
use of new or existing roadways. By using Iteris’ iPeMS®, an
analytics and visualization platform, it is possible to identify
areas prone to recurring congestion and potential work zone
safety risks. For more information, visit www.lindsay.com or
www.iteris.com.

Time and materials
tracker ensures
compliance for project
owners and agencies
The CostTrax platform drives compliance and efficiency for
time-and-materials, cost-plus, and force account contracts.
It’s an ideal solution for handling change orders. CostTrax
reduces time spent, making agencies more efficient and
eliminating reliance on paper/PDFs/spreadsheets; prevents
errors, removing the potential for human error and
ensuring consistent application of specs; and helps control
costs—integrated equipment pricing data automatically
audits expenses against market rates. CostTrax offers 100%
enforcement of project specs and markup. It gives project
contractors an easy way to submit labor, equipment, and
materials spend documentation. All rental equipment costs
are verified. For more information, please visit https://
costtrax.com/.

Sappi North America releases
2018 Sustainability Report,
celebrates transformational
year with new team
Sappi North America, Inc., a leading producer and supplier of diversified paper, packaging products and dissolving
wood pulp, has released its 2018 Sustainability Report
showcasing its industry-leading sustainability efforts.
The report highlights the yearly progress toward its longterm sustainability goals through ongoing investments in
employees and mills, safety standards, environmental commitments and continued innovation. “Through investing in

our people and our mills, holding ourselves to the highest
safety standards, and growing our environmental stewardship, we strengthen the sustainability of our company for
the long term,” said Mark Gardner, President and CEO,
Sappi North America. For more information, please visit
https://www.sappi.com/sustainability-north-america.

Alcoa Foundation increases
support of The Recycling
Partnership through the All In
On Recycling Challenge
Alcoa Foundation has announced
that it is contributing $300,000 to
The Recycling Partnership, the nonprofit change agent
transforming recycling for good. The donation will help
boost residential recycling rates in states, cities and communities across the country. A founding partner of The Recycling Partnership, Alcoa Foundation’s multi-year support
is part of the All In On Recycling challenge, which aims
to help more than 25 million Americans recycle more and
recycle better. The challenge kicked off in July 2018 with a
$10 million investment from the PepsiCo Foundation and
seeks to raise $25 million from leading businesses, companies,
and organizations to deliver recycling support to more than
2,800 communities nationwide. For more information about
Alcoa Foundation, please visit www.alcoafoundation.com.

Preserve Your Pavement: A road map to data-driven
budgeting
Your street and roadway network represents your biggest,
most expensive asset. The commitment to repair and preserve pavement can demand up to 20 percent of an annual
resurfacing budget. So, what’s the best way to get the most
out of your budget, while extending the life of those valuable streets and roadways? The secret: put your pavement
data to work with Cartegraph. Uncover the 7 steps to building a comprehensive pavement management system. Claim
your free guide at cartegraph.com/APWAguide.
www.apwa.net
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
POT HOLE PROBLEMS?

KEEP YOUR SAND AND SALT COVERED WITH A

Trial Offer
transpo.com/bondade

BONDADE

®

Improve Bond with
No Mess, No Smell

CLEARSPAN STRUCTURE

Cost Saving 85:1

Revolutionary
Ice-Breaking &
Snow-Removal
Systems

Call: 800-321-7870
Email: info@transpo.com

F or nearly 40 years C lear s pan F abriC
s truCtures has been covering sand and salt

East Coast : 1-(207)-432-5056
West Coast: 1-(775)-303-0034

with structural solutions that protect and provide
easy access.
www . Clearspan . Com
or call 1 . 8 6 6 . 6 4 3 . 1 0 1 0

V isit

www.snowlionamerica.com

Stop, Drop and Load

®

Load faster and more efficiently with a Lo Riser Inclining Platform Trailer. A flip of a switch
hydraulically lowers the deck to ground height providing smooth, drive-on access. The 4° load
angle then allows equipment with as little as a 1/2 inch ground clearance to easily drive up the
built-in ramp. But there's more...
• Models with GVWR of 8,500, 13,500, 15,500, 17,650 & 19,725 lbs
• 4 to 1 Payload to Weight Ratio
• High Strength Steel Construction

• Dust Control
• De-Icing
• Full depth Reclamation
• Water Treatment
610- 298-1122

Call 800-369-5365 for Information!
www.advancemetalworking.com

4 Degree
Load Angle
®

Inclining Platform Trailers - Stop, Drop and Load®

Your ad could
be here
Call Fox
Associates at
(312) 644-3888

*shown with optional paint color

Manufactured by:
The Advance Metalworking Company, Inc.

SALES@USchlorides.com

and it’s affiliates

Sidewalk Conditions Assessments
Trip Hazard Repair

Safest sidewalks, best technology.

THE EASIEST
WAY TO BUILD
PRECAST CONCRETE BUILDINGS
VERSATILE • DURABLE • SECURE

EASISETBUILDINGS.COM
866.252.8210
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cartegraph.com/APWA

OPTIONS:

STEEL, STAINLESS
STEEL, OR POLY
6 FT. OR 8 FT.
LENGTHS

TarpMaster® Series

for Municipal Trucks

1-800-297-9905

RollRite.com

VIEWMORE
THE ENTIRE
LINE AT BUYERSPRODUCTS.COM
LEARN
AT BUYERSPRODUCTS.COM

Automate Storeroom
Functionality
Real-Time Inventory Visibility
Prioritize Worker Tasks
Automate Labor Tracking
Bar Code Scanning or RFID

www.radley.com

Post Pulling
Made Easy!

1803 SW Jefferson St.
Lee’s Summit, MO 64063
www.billygoat.com

• Fast, easy, safe
sign post pulling
• Lightweight,
powerful all
steel construction
• Increase efficiency
& reduce costs
• Pulls U channel,
square & round posts

CUSTOM TENSION
FABRIC BUILDINGS
Fully Customizable
Exclusive Fabric Options
Patented Attachment System
Fast-Track Construction

Construction Accessories, Inc.
937.429.9089 • Sales@JackJaw.com
www.jackjaw.com
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

CA Public Works 2.125x3 Ad_F.indd 1

Grounds
keeping made
easy with
best in class
specialty turf
equipment from
Billy Goat!

877.259.1528

LEGACYBUILDINGSOLUTIONS.COM

3/15/12 5:36 PM

Your ad could be here
Call Fox Associates at
(312) 644-3888
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WORLD OF PUBLIC WORKS CALENDAR
UPCOMING APWA EVENTS

National Public Works Week: May 17 – 23, 2020
Always the third full week in May. For more information,
contact David Dancy at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to
ddancy@apwa.net.

PWX
2019		 Sept. 8–11			

Seattle, WA

2020		 Aug. 30-Sept. 2

New Orleans, LA

2021		 Aug. 29-Sept. 1

St. Louis, MO

North American Snow Conference
2020 April 19-22 Cleveland, OH

For more information, contact David Dancy at
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to ddancy@apwa.net.

JUNE 2019

For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.

21-24

Institute of Transportation Engineers, Annual Meeting
and Exhibit, Austin, TX, www.ite.org

25

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, The Importance of Roles in
Maintaining Assets, (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

28-31

Soil and Water Conservation Society, Annual
Conference, Pittsburgh, PA, www.swcs.org

5-6

Bonnell Equipment Expo, Dixon, IL, www.bonnell.com

9-12

International Conference on Transportation &
Development, Alexandria, VA, www.asce-ictd.org

10-13

The International Bridge Conference, National
Harbor, MD, https://eswp.com/bridge/bridge-home/

20

APWA Talking Top Tech: Cybersecurity Edition

AUGUST 2019

27

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, Asset Management
Past, Present, and Future – What’s Next? (800) 848APWA, www.apwa.net

1

APWA Talking Top Tech: Asset Management
Technologies Edition, (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

15

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, Suspicious Activity
Reporting (SAR): The Importance of “If You See
Something, Say Something” in Public Works, (800)
848-APWA, www.apwa.net

18-22

StormCon, the Surface Water Quality Conference
& Expo, Atlanta, GA, www.stormcon.com

27-29

Association of Clean Water Administrators, Annual
Meeting, Austin, TX, www.acwa-us.org

JULY 2019
12-15

National Association of Counties, Annual Conference
& Exposition, Las Vegas, NV, www.naco.org

16-19

National Association of Clean Water Agencies, Utility
Leadership Conference & 49th Annual Meeting,
Minneapolis, MN, www.nacwa.org
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A total fleet
platform to move
your business
forward.
Connect your vehicle, worker, job
and asset data all on one screen.

Mike Johnson
2 miles away

Safety

70

70 out of 100

2

Trending up

Oil Change
21 miles to go

Visit verizonconnect.com or call 866.844.2235
for a fleet management consultation.
©2018 Verizon. All rights reserved.

Look What Blew in
From Billy Goat !
®

Billy Goat’s Hurricane™ Stand-On Blower adds the next
level of clean-up productivity to its blower line-up!

NeW!

X3000: 6500 CFM;
627cc Vanguard® V-Twin

Z3000: 8500 CFM;
993cc Vanguard® V-Twin

Leading the market in leaf and debris cleanup with its Force™ walk-behind blower,
Billy Goat’s new addition of the Hurricane X3000 and Z3000 now offers the largest
line-up of blowers on the market from 6 - 35 gross hp!*

Patented Quad Control Handle
System™ offers seamless forward/reverse
direction, automatic return to neutral,
integrated operator presence control and
a self-activating parking brake.

Patented Dual
Deflector Air
Flow System™
changes angle of airflow for deeper
leaf and debris cleaning

Joy Stick Deflector Control allows quick
and easy air flow adjustment from left, right
or forward and closes flow for transport. No
need to blow in reverse!

*All power levels are stated gross horsepower at 3,600 RPM
per SAE J1940 as rated by Briggs & Stratton®

Take the chore out of the chore with Billy Goat!

www.billygoat.com

